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INTRODUCTION 

The Committee on Manufactures at its third session adopted decision 2 (III) by 

which it requested the UNCTAD secretariat to carry out a prograrr1~e of work in respect 

of manufactures and semi-manufactures, including 
116. To make studies based, to the extent possible, on information from 

developing countries about specific cases of difficulties experienced as· 

a result of non-tariff barriers and to analyse the possibilities for the 

reduction of such barriers. The order of priority for such studies should be 

based on the frequency with which particular types of barriers are mentioned;" 

The Committee further decided 11 to set up a sessional committee at its next regular 

session if this is considered useful in the light of the documentation prepared by the 

secretariat •••••. with a view to identifying non-tariff barriers of concern to the 

developing countries and to provide a forum.for recommendations.aimed at the removal 

of such barriers." 

In pursuance of this decision, the UNCTAD secretariat has prepared this study 

concerning non-tariff barriers affecting exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures 

by the developing countries. Quantitative import restrictions are the subject of a 

separate report (TD/B/C.2/83 and Add.l) and are not, therefore, dealt with here in 

detail • .Another type of non-tariff barrier, direct and indirect subsidization by 

governm~nts of import and export competing industries, is likewise the subject of a 

separate report (TD/B/C.2/89 and Add.l). Similarly, non-tariff measures arising from 

restrictive business practices adopted by private business enterprises in developed 

market economy countries, are not discussed in this study since they are the object 

of another UNCTAD report. I 

The present study reviews in a preliminary manner the non-tariff measures applied 

by selected developed market economy countries and attempts to analyse in broad terms 

the implications of these obstacles for trade in products of export interest to the 

developing countries. It·also attempts to analyse each of the known non-tariff 

restrictions, in the .light of information available in UNCTAD and in other international 

organizations, in particular in GATT, applied ~by developed market economy countries and 

discusses some possible approaches by which these non-tariff barriers could be liberalized 

and the further work that needs to be undertaken in this field. 

The study has been designed in such a manner as to avoid, to the maximum extent 

possible, any overlapping with the activities in this field undertaken in other 
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international organizations and is intended_to supplement these activities. Its· 

emphasis is on those barriers which affect manufactured and semi-manufactured products 

of export interest to developing countries. The basis used for the classification of 

non-tariff barriers is the commercial policy intent of the measures under consideration 

and the manner in which they operate rather than their form. The.other complemantary 

consideration is whether or :rrot the trade restrictive element of a particular measure 
' is primary, secondary or merely a spillover on the trade sector. The principal purpose 

of the analysis is to indicate specific areas where further studies in depth might be 

required and to facilitate the identification of practical measures that might be taken 

for the liberalization of trade barriers. 

The study has two annexes:!/ Annex I indicates the frequency of various types of 

non-tariff barriers, and Annex II shows the likely incidence of these barriers as 

applied by developed market economy countries on products of export interest to 

developing countries. 

y See document TD/B/C.2/R.l/Add.l_ 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Some types of non-tariff·measures are considerably more important than others 

for the exports of manufactures and sem.:..manufactures by the developing countries '.and 

·they vary a good deal. Quantitative restrictions appear to be of greatest immediate 

concern'to the developing countries. Variable import charges ~e perhaps next· iri 

importance; standards regulations and domestic procurement are growing in importance. 

Many of the other non-tariff barriers, though less easily identified ·and defined, have 

perhaps a relatively more moderate trade restrictive effect although exerting a 

differential impact on the developing countries.·· 
' The impact of non-tariff commercial policy measures in the developed countries 

tends to affect the developing countries disproportionately because of the concentration 

of their export trade in a Jiroited nuinber of products, the generally higher dependence 

of their economic development on their export earnings and the more limited scope for, 

inter-industry transfer of productive resources. 

The developing countries may well be at a disadvantages in multilateraln8gotiations. 

They could benefit from any general liberalization of non-tariff measures, but the 

lack of knowledge about obstacles of particular concern to their exporters and thoir 

relatively limited capacity to offer counter-concessions tends to weaken their 

bargaining position in negotiations. 

This study is a further attempt to review and analyse in_a. qualitative manner the 

nature and s_cope of selected non-tariff measures applied by developed market economy 

countries, the mode in which they operate an.d their possible implications for imports 

into these countries of semi-manufactured and manufactured products of export interest 

to the developing countries_. 

The study does not claim to provide a definitive analysis of non-tariff barriers 

and of exports of developing countries affected by these restrictions. Rather, its 

primary purpose is to indicate further questions relating to these barriers as well as 

further work needed to facilitate the identification of practical measures that might 

be taken towards the liberalization of the barriers. 

The study does not cover all the non-tariff measures of particular concern to the 

developing countries. The inventory has been prepared on the basis of inf orroation 

available in international and national sources as well as in UNCTAD. The main diffi.culty 

in compiling complete information has been the inability of the developing c·ountries so 

far'to ide~tify with sufficient precision those measures that affect products of export 

·· interest to them. In this connexion, there is ample opportunity for providing these 

countries with assistance in this field. 
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Perhaps a useful follow-up would be a further examination in depth of specific 

measures classified under Types I and II -(see paragraph 9 below), including a quantitative 

evaluation of the iraplications of these measures for trade in specific manufactured and 

semi-manufactured products ,of export interest to the developing countries. This further 

study in depth should provide a practical basis for measures aimed at the liberalization 

of relevant non-tariff barriers on exports of special interest to the developing 

countries. Accordingly, such a study might take the following into consideration~ 

(i) the development of. a more precise and up-to-date list of products of current or 

potential export interest to developing countries; (ii) determination of representative 

major exporters of each product among both developed and developing countries; 

(iii) identification of the developed countries applying non-tariff barriers which so 

far have not yet been identified; (iv) development of an up-to-date and comprehensive 

inventory, complete with relevant trade data, of non-tariff measures applied by the 

developed countries to each designated product derived from all sources; (v) compilation 

of additional-data from official sources, from major importers in developed countries, 

as well as major exporters in the developing countries. On the basis of such a study, 

it would be possible to identify those measures and applications which are of importance 

a~d to estimate, at least ordinally, their restrictive impact. Such a study would also 

highlight the differential impact, as between suppliers in developed and in developing 

countries, of non-tariff measures. 
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1. The present study indicates in a preliminary manner the over-all structure of 

non-tariff measures applied by the developed market economy countries, and its 

probable significance for the present and future export performance of the developing 

countries., The investigation exposes certain wealmesses iri the data at present 

available, particularly the lack of data reflecting accurately the· precise nature of 

non-tariff obstacles facing the exports of developing countries. It suggests the 

need for further work in this field, including an examination in depth of the proble.Jn, 

that would facilitate consideration of possible alternative measures for liberalizing 

existing non-tariff barriers. 

2. The study shows that non-tarHf obstacles are of substantial importance for the 

developing economies. Furthermore, in the absence of major change, they are likely 

to assume even greater significance in the future. In view of present protectionist 

pressures in some developed market economy countries, there is a possibility that 

non-tariff obstacles on the exports of developing countries may increase with the 

developing countries' success in diversifying and expanding their trade into the 

ranges of manufactures and semi--manufactures that have a higher content of added value. 

3. The approach employed in the present investigation is that of an analysis of 

'individual restrictions, rather than a country-by-country analysis of non--tariff 

obstacles or an analysis of individual commodities affected by the barriers. There 

are several reasons for adopting this approach, including the need to consider the· 

consequences of different types of barriers for exports from developing countries and 

the need to estimate the impact of general liberalization procedures for non-tariff 

obstacles on the trade of these countries. The approach followed does not preclude 

a product-by-product analysis, which may well be appropriate for the purpose of 

serving in the best possible manner the current and short-term export interests of 

the developing countries. 

L1•• Finally, the study outlines for various types of measures the liberalization· 

techniques that may be worked out as a result of consultations on non-tariff barriers, 

and t_heir implications for the developing countries' exports. 
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II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBL:EN - NATURE OF NON-TARIFF BARRIERS 

5. Since the conclusion of the Kennedy Round of trade negotiations, and during 

the gradual application of the resulting tariff reductions, non-tariff impediments 

to international trade have increasingly become the object of attention on the part 

of both business and those responsible for shaping public policy. On the one hand, 

protection-oriented interests view non-tariff measures as an attractive alternative 

to tariffs for shielding domestic producers from import-competition - particularly 

in view of the comparative rigidity of tariffs and the broad range of non-tariff 

devices available to them. Concurrently, those concerned with further trade 

liberalization must likewise focus on non-tariff measures, both because they represent 

a steadily increasing share of the remaining barriers to trade, and in order to 

inhibit their use in a defensive manner as a means of offsetting reduced tariff 

protection. 

6. Commensurate with the importance of non-tariff measures in the general context 

of international commercial policy, their role in determining the export performance 

and prospects of the developing countries is of equal and perhaps even greater 

significance. The impact of these measures on such basic manufactured and semi

manufactured exports of developing countries as processed foods and other agriculture

based products, as well as on other types of manufactures and semi-manufactures will 

remain of primary concern. Non-tariff measures applied in the developed countries 

could considerably influence the developing economies' ability to compete on world 

markets for higher-level manufactures, particularly those with a substantial labour 

content. 

?. There remains considerable controversy concerning what constitutes a non-tariff 

'barrier to trade, and what does not. For example, docs liberal licensing of imports, 

under which essentially all goods are cleared virtually automatically, represent a 

non-tariff obstacle? Is the existence of a national monopoly having the exclusive 

authority to manufacture, :import and sell a given product within a country's customs 

territory a non-tariff barrier? 

8. For practical reasons it might be useful as a starting point to describe non

tariff barriers;ij as measures other than tariffs which are directly or indirectly 

under the control of the national government and which tend to restrict or distort 

1/ This description does not cover non-governmental obstacles to international 
trade. 
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the volume, corn.modi ty-compo si tion or direction of international trade. Initially,· 

it might be useful to 1irnit consideration to measures subject to change as a result 

of discretionary policy actions by public authorities. Another difficu1ty is inherent 

in the question of trade-distortion, which requires :'...dentification and - in an empirical 

sense - estimation by means of comparisons between actual trade figures and those 

that might conceivably be achieved in the absence of a particu1ar non-tariff measure. 

9, Once a general definition of non-t~riff measures has been agreed upon, it would 

be necessary to determine whether or not a given device represents a manifestation 

of commercial policy: that is, whether the primary purpose of that measure is to 

impede imports or stimulate exports, or whether the apparent trade-distorting 

element is simply a side-effect of a policy measure aimed at non-trade-related goals. 

This differentiation is important both for analytical reasons and to indicate the 

prospects for liberalization. In the light of these considerations, existing non

tariff barriers may be classified as follows: 

~i: - conLmercial policy measures, designed primarily to protect 

import-competing suppliers from foreign competition (import-directed), 

or to assist exporting suppliers in expanding their foreign markets 

( e?9?ort-directe_g) ; 

m.~.1I.: •· measures which are designed to deal with problems not directly 

related to commercial policy questions, but which are from time to time 

intentional1y employed to restrict imports (import-directed) or to 

stimulate exports (export-directed); 

J'x.Re III_: - measures which are consistently applied with little or no 

intent to protect domestic industry, but which unavoidably produce certain 

spillover effects on the trade sector. These also may be divided into 

import-directed and export-directed groups, depending on the specific 

incidence of their effects. 

10. A subsidiary question relates to the manner in which a given measure exerts its 

impact on trade flows. It may represent a 9Eantit'a ti ve limitation on imports or 

exports, administratively restricting or prohibiting trade, or it may cause suppliers 

tci cut back their offers of products as a direct or indirect consequence of its 

imposition. Alternatively, the measure may impose certain 9osts on exporters or 

importers and their distribution channels, raising prices at the final point of sale 

and reducing absorption by the market, or lowering profits and causing retrenchment 

on the supply side,or both. 
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11. Accordingly, the following sub-groups would appear as an appropriate addition to 

the above classification system~ 

Group A - measures resulting in a quantitative limitation.of trade; 

Ql:Q.l.Y?~ - :measures exerting their trad.e-r·estr:i.ctive i:P1pact primarily 

through prices and costs. 

12. '.rhis dii'ferentfatiou is important for purposes of assessing the likely effect~of 

a r,artic1u.ar nor.-tariff measure, as well as for facilitating the choice of 

Jj be:caliza tic,1. techniques, There are, of course, instances· of the application of 

specific non--tariff :measures where the distinction becomes blurred and the precise 

operation of a given non-tariff measure is subject to some doubt. 

13. Two aspects of•identification remain to be considered, although neither will be 

t2ken in.to account as explicitly in the following discussion as the categorizations 

notec.~ above. 

14, The first concerns uncertainty. Tariffs are known quantities, facing importers 

ar;.d e:,pc:tters as certain costs to be considered in their calculation of market· 

pot,~nJuial, prices, ope:r-ating expense and profitability. Some non-tariff measures 

cxr 1ib:~t the same characteristics, Others, however, have the effect of imposing varying 

e:.e6ze0s of risk e.nd uncertainty on traders and their distribution channels. For 

oxaLjple, t~e size of import quotas may not be fixed or announced, or import licensing 

1,.2,x b-:: c.~_2 er;:; t:~onary. Likewise, cost--imposing non-tariff :measures may be very variable 

or unlc.nu,m to the exporter or i:mporte:.~ vntil after the contractual commitment has been 

fin~tl:izea.. .Such factors may cause buyer~ in the importing country to switch to more 

ce:rt2.in 201}.rces of supply, while producers in the expurting country move iri sea·rch of 

rr.or8 secu:;:-e mE.:;:··k8ts. In either case, the distortion of trade induced by uncertainty 

may add considernbly to that attributable to the causative non-tariff :measures 

there.selves. 

J.5. '::'he second aspect re] ates to the application of non-tariff barriers in terms of 

b1::3es) or lo.ck thereof, with :.~espect to individual supplier or destination countries. 

It wi1J. bsco.:no clear that the great majority of non-tariff barrier applications by the 

d.:::v-elcped countries do not incorporate such bj:ases, all imports or exports being treated 

e.lik· reg&rd::!.ess of origin or destination. In certain instances, however, discrimination 

with rncpGct to origin:is in fact involved. On the import side, this is particularly 

t:cue i:.1 the case of certain quantitative restrictions incorporating biases based on 

pa.st s1.1pplie:::- relationships or bilateral agreements. In the case of exports, such 
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measures may be used to deny products considered sensitive to certain countries, or 

to limit access to low-cost raw materials and intermediate products for subsequer:ct 

re-importation in processed form. 

16. In summary, all non-tariff measures applied by -t:1'12 developed rn.ark'9t-economy 

countries may be identified in terms of their intent, manner of cperation, ciS!)e(~ts of 

uncertainty and discriminatory featur3s. Each method of identification will be employed 

in the det13-iled discussion of the individual measures, those bearing particuJ.arly on 

exports of developing countri,3s, and the prospects for liberalization. 

IIL EFFECTS OF NON-TARIFF MEASURES 

17. The evaluation of the precise effects of non-tariff measures is rather difficult 

in the absence of the required information and data. Howeve~, it is possible to give 

some indication of their likely effects on the importing and exporting countries 1 

respective balance of trade, terms of trade, level of aggregate economic activity and 

employment, prices, industrial structure and income distribution. 

18. A quantitative import restriction reduces by administrative action the flo•,J of 

goods into the implementing country, with the result that the equation of do:t1.estic 

demand with domestic supply and restricted foreign supply (imports) tends to ;cc1-..i..: at 

a price higher than that prevailing in the absence of the quantitative barr5.er. The 

higher price and the reduced foreign market-share lead to an inc-rease in domestic 

output of the product in question, drawing additional productive resources into the 

protected industry. If the economy has been operating at or near full employment_, aD 

or most of the increase in domestic production of the protected import-ccmpeting goods 

will be met by reduced output in other sectors. If it has bean operating below full 

employment, a net increase in output, real income and employment is likely to n,s-c.1t. 

At the same time, the higher prices paid by consumers or users represent fo:r 011.e ,10st 

part real income transfers to domestic suppliers and to those t~,~r,der3 fortunate .snough 

to be able to import under the quantitatlve restriction. Unless import licences 

issued under the quantitative barrier are sold or auctioneci to dorn.estic buyers, the 

government will realize no revenue gains as a result. In the prosence of effective 

competition among foreign suppliers - resulting in a roughly constant offer pr-ico -· 

the importing country r s balance of trade will improve as a result of the quantitative 

restrictions. For a country imposing a quantitative non-tariff ba:;:Tie!', then, c::-,e wouJ.d 

expect a shift in industrial structure toward the import-competing sector, increased 

prices, some loss in productive efficiency, the prospect for increased nationa1 product 

under less-than-full employment conditions, and an imp1~oved b~l&nce of t:::-ade, 
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19. At the same time: if the protected product is itself a significant input for 

other domestic industries, further repercussions on prices, output and economic 

structure will be felt which can accentuate or offset· the primary effects of the 

restdction. Especially the favou.,"'.'able· balance of trade expectation is placed in · 

doubt,· as the rising costs of user--ind.ustries jeopardize their export performance. 

20. Yet another impact of que.ntitat:l.ve restrictions is their· pcissible effects on 

third countries. Such barriers ini.posed by one country tend to deflect the activities 

of foreign exporters to other potential markets. If they' in turn threaten to c.lisrupt 

in:port-com.poting suppliers in thess third markets, e.dditional quantitative barriG!'S 

may be established as a result o.r this pressure. The general use of such- restrictions 

as conmercial-pcl:icy devices may thus expand,· to the detriment of all exporting n&tions, 

21. Quantitative irr.po:i.'-t restr5_ctions are applied for bale.nee-of-payments reasons and 

f'ot' the pr8tection of dornest'i.c indL1.stry, although as & policy clevice they are relatively 

infE-r.:_or and costly a:aernatives to other commercial policies \Jhich could serve the 

sc1.bo jJU::tposes at less cost, Dep8ncling upon their application,· these :measures could 

ensur,J a virtu.J.11.y com~,lete separation' of nation2.l 'rha:::-kets &nd 'inhibit organic 

adjustrr.<2r.ts to inter:1ational supply and de.:nand s'hifts. 

22. For o:x:poTti.r.g cou.nt,ries, q1.1,,i:,1,citative ~mport controls· i:rnpcised by trading partnern 

will 5.n the first instance prompt a sc;>,Tcl1· for aJ.terna.tive Illli.rkets abroad,· which .may 

entail price concessi.ons to 2nsm·e the requi:red volume of absorption - implying 

;negativEi ba.lance-of--t:-ade and tern1s-ot-trade effects. In the absence of adequate 

substitution a:mong export :rrz:d,;:ets .' outlets will be sought in the doinestic :market. 

This :1a 5 ·'further dcloteri0l1 8 1Y 1 J.,,...,-::-e-oi--ti:A.C:G 1.~..,.,:.,::.:i -::-::t; ems ::mc'l. SOGJ.e negative effects 

on aggregate c=\Cono;,:1ic activity as well, owing to the reduced export volume. Finally, 

if no ,substitute m3.rkets can be found, production and employment will decline in the 

affected 'industJy or stoclq,iling •.-iill take place, for a time e.s pr:ivate inventory 

accu::nt1..lation anc. subsequently e.t pu!)lic expense. None of these alternatives 'is 

inherently beneficiaJ. for tbA expo:rting country.. Indeed, quantitative restr:dnts on 

its exports covl.cl. result in structural readjustment costs which, particularly for a 

d-3velc,ping · econ0my) Ttl.'.J.:{ be high :i.ri6.eod, 

23. The conclusions noted hei·e aJ.so hold, to e. sooewhat lesser e:v:tent, for quanti

tatively-operatine :m2asures other than quotas and restrictive import licE!nsing, such 

as discriminatory procurement for public account, as well ·as.for various uncertainty

inducing measures which ultirna.-tely result i"1 e. contr'11ction o:f it·ade. It should also 
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be noted that quantitative non-tariff measures may be applied in a highly variable 

man...YJ.er, and are able to provide, the precise degree of protection desired by the 

importing country. This adds some element1:: of sporadic in"tability for the exporting 

countries and f.'.:Jr consumers and users in the importing nations, 

24. Cost-imposing non-tariff measures which are applied in a variable manner operate 

somewhat differently, although the effects may be similar. The importing country may 

levy a variable charge on purchases from abroad, designed to raise the point-of-sale 

price of the prog.uct to a level equal to or higher than that ,af the competitive 

domestically-produced i tom. By itself, this would tend to cut the import share of the 

market, raise the domestic share, increase prices, profits, production and employment 

in the import.:.competing industry, and generally result in aggregate and structural 

effects similar to those produced by quantitative restrictions. One difference i.s 

that the government may collect a charge essentially equal to the resulting inside

outside price differential which, in the case of quantitative barriers, accrues to the 
I 

government only if the licences are auctioned, and otherwise goes to private traders 

able to import under the applicable restriction. Moreover, cost-importing non-tariff 

import restrictions may be coupled with subsidies to import-competing suppliers, 

using the revenues thus collected, and result in a two-fold restrictive effect on trade. 

As in the case of quantitative restrictic:m,, it is posr;ible fo:r the government of the 

importing country to adjust variable charges in order to prevent more than the desired 

amounts from entering the country. It doec1 little good for the e:xportisrs to lower their 

offer prices, since the variable charges may simply be raised to compensate for 

reductions in offer prices. Consequently, the prices of variable import charges on 

exporting countries are similar to those of quantitative rostrictions. 

25. In the e;ase cf fixed non-tariff import charges, on the other hand, the effects 

may be quite different. As in the case of tariffs, it is possible for exporters to 

overcome such levies and so to avoid many of the effects of the restriction. The 

foreign supplier simply lowers his offer price so that the final point-of-sale price in 

·che i;mporting country remains roughly the .same. He may be assisted in this effort 

by reduced profit margins of importer.s and internal diotributors. In this way, the 

volume of trade may remain relatively unaffected and the resulting structural, 

employment, or aggregate-demand changes in both the importing or exporting country may 

be substantially less severe. At the same time, however, the exporting country may 

suffer a decline in its terms of trade and a somewhat more moderate worsening of its 
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balance of trade as its offer prices are reduced, while the terms and balance of 'trade 

of the importing country will tend to improve. In the case of fixed cost-imposing 

non-tariff measures, therefore, the effects :may be much less :marked than in the case 

of quantitative barriers. This conclusion will not hold, of course, if price and 

margin concessions by the exporter or the importer-distributors are impossible or are 

refused. 

26. It remains to consider briefly measures applied by the importing country which 

bear on its own suppliers, instead of on imports. Of immediate concern to exporting 

countries is direct or indirect subsidization both of domestic, import-competing 

producers and of exporters. Such assistance may take a variety of forms, including 

direct payments, tax concessions, interest subsidization, and so forth. In the case of 

import-competitors, these activities p8rmit them to reduce prices on the home market 

and to compete more effectively with imports. If foreign suppliers are unable to 

counter this action, it will be reflected in structural readjustments, changes in 

market shares and so on in both countries with effects similar to those of outright 

import restrictions. Consumers and user-industries in the country applying subsidies 

benefit, whereas in the case of quantitative restrictions or cost-imposing non-tariff 

measures these sectors are adversely affected. Subsidization of import-competitors 

may be as harmful as other forms of non-tariff trade distortions for exporting countries, 

but it may be less costly for the industry in the country applying the subsidy itself. 
- ' 

Subsidization of industries that are simultaneously ex-port competitors, on the other 

hand, has the additional tendency of reducing the share of foreign suppliers in third 
; - ' 

market,s, unless offset by countervailing subsidies, for the benefit of consumers and 

users in those markets. In this study, emphasis will be placed on subsidization of 

import competitors, with less stress on the problem of government aids to exporters. 

27. Of less concern to trading partners, except in certain circumstances, are 

restrictions placed by a country on its own exports. For example, a country may 

restrict exports of high-technology capital equipment to countries which threaten to 

become "disruptive" suppliers of products in the manufacture of which such equipment 

would be used. The same holds true for the export of intermediate goods and semi

manufactures which may subsequently re-enter the originating country in more highly 

processed form. 

28. As in developed market economy countries, quantitative import restrictions and 

other non-tariff barriers are also applied by developing countries but for different 
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reasons, namely, for economic development purposes and to asgiist in conserving meagre 

foreign exchange resources and in directing these resources to the needs' of economic 

development. Their use as an appropriate tool for economic development in the 

developing countries has been generally recognized. For instance, Part IV and.also 

article XVIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade provide .that Contracting 

Parties whose economies can only support low standards of living and are in the early 

stages of development shall be free to deviate temporarily from the other relevant 

provisions of the General Agreement. 

IV. INVENTORY OF NON-TARIFF BARRIERS 

29. In accordance with the considerations relating to a definition of non-tariff 

measures and taking into account the possible effects of these measures, as well as 

information available in GATT, a preliminary inventory of non-tariff b~rriers applied 

by the following countries has been prepared: Australia, Austria, Belgium~Luxembourg, 

Canada, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Japan, 

Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and 

United States of America. 

30. The inventory thus compiled was grouped according to Type I, Type II and Type III 

measures and divided into Group A and Group B categories, as explained earlier. All 

p~oducts involved were identified according to both four-digit Brussels Tariff 

Nomenclature (BTN) as well as five-digit Standard International Trade Classification 

(SITC) product groups. This inventory will be found in Annex II. 

31. An effort has been made to incorporate in the inventory only those measures the 

existence of which has been confirmed by the implementing countries, and to exclude 

those cases in which there is some doubt as to the existence of a particular measure. 

This does not mean that the implementing countries agree that each measure identified 

does in fact constitute a non-tariff barrier. It simply means that all such measures 

come within the scope of non-tariff obstacles to trade as defined for purposes of this 

study. In each case, the implementing countries are identified, and there is an 

indication as to whether a certain restriction applies to all products in the relevant 

product group or only to some of them. For measures which affect all or most imports 

and which cannot be identified according to specific product incidence, an attempt is 

made to assess whether these are applied in a comprehensive ,manner and with probable 

trade-restrictive effect, or wh~·ther they represent a :more moderate application with a 
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:minor or uncertain impact· on imports or exports. . Finally, only manufactured and semi

manufactured products are included in the inventory)/ 

32. It is important to note that the information .available so far on non-tariff 

obstacles to exports· of developing countries is incomplete and that the inventory 

represents only a first step. in an examination of these. obstacles. Generally these 

countries lack the resources for undertaking the necessary investigations among national 

export interests and in :many cases presumably are not .aware of the non-tariff barriers 

facing their products in the developed countries, and consequently information is 

needed from importers in the · developed countries-: 

33. The inventory, and the discussions based upon it, are organized along the 

following lines: 

Type I - commercial policy measures, designed primarily to protect 

import-competing suppliers from foreign competition (import-directed), 

or to assist exporting suppliers in expanding their foreign :markets. 

(export-directed): 

Group A: Measures operating primarily through quantitative restraint 

of trade: 

1. Import quotas: globally administered (including unspecified 

import quotas) 

2. Import quotas: selectively or bilaterally administered 

3. Licensi,ng: discretionary and restrictive 

4. Licensing: liberal, including licensing for statistical purposes 

5. Export restraints of a nvoluntaryn nature, imposed by trading 

partners, both bilateral and multilateral 

6. Import prohibition: embargoes 

7. Import prohibition: selective with respect to origin 

8. State trading 

9. Domestic-procurement practices by public units 

10. Domestic-content and other mixing regulation 

11. Export restrictions 

;y' .. As defined in document TD/B/C.2/3, "The Definition of Primary Commodities, 
Semi-manufactures and l'{anufactures" of 2 July 1965. 



Group B: 

1. 

2. 

3 • 

4. 

5. 
6. 

Mea.sures operating primarily tl1rough costs and prices:. 

Variable levies and · supplementary import charges, including 

:minimum-price regimes and tariff quotas 

Advance-deposit requirements 

.Anti-dumping and countervailing charges 

Credit or other restraint::; on imports through the financial 

sector 

Tax benefits for import-competing industries 

Direct or indirect subsidization of import-competing 

industries, including credit subsidization 

7. Internal transport charges. 
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Type II - measures which are designed to · deal with problems not directly . 
related to commercial policy questions, but which are from.time to ti:me 

intentionally emplcy ed to restrict imports (i:rnport""'.directed) or to 

stinrulate exports (export-directed): 

Group A: 

1. 

2. 

Group B: 

1. 

2. 

3 •. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

Measures operating primarilythrough quantitative restraint 

of trade: 

Commu):1.ication-media restrictions 

Quantitative :marketing restraints 

Measures operating primarily through costs and prices: 

Packaging and labelling regulat~ons, including mark~of-origin 

rules 

Health and sanitary regulations and quality standards 

Safety and industrial standards and regulations 

Border tax adjustments 

Use taxes and excises 

Customs clearance procedures and related practices 

Customs valuation procedures and related practices 

Customs clas~ification procedures and related practices. 
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Type III - measures which are consistently applied with little or no in.tent 

to protect domestic industry but which unavoidably produce certain spill

over effects in the trade sector~ 

1. Government manufacturing, sales and trading "monopolies 

covering individual products 

2. Government structural and regional'. development policy :measures 

3. Government balance of payments policy measures 

4. Variations in national tax systems 

5. Variations in national social insurance and related programmes 

6. Variations in allowable depreciation methods 

7. Government-financed research and .development, and technology 

spillovers from defence and other programmes 

8. Scale effects induced by government procurement 

9. Variation in national weights and measures standards 

10. External transport charges.Y 

34. In each instance, both the general nature of .the measure will be examined, as 

well as its particular bearing on exports of the developing countries and the 

prospective consequences of its elimination as an obstacle to trade. Further, the 

specific products affected will be identified and an effort will be made, where 

appropriate, to indicate possible initiatives for the liberalization of each type 

of non-tariff measure. 
/ 

1/ The problem of discriminatory transport charges by international carriers and 
shipping conferences is the subject of a separate UNCTAD study. 
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35. Among Type_ -~ 1:11$_a~~esJ w:b..ich operate by quantitatively restricting imports, 

explicit quotas are the most straightforwa:rd. As a tool of coIJillercial policy, quotas 

have borne the brunt of liberalization activity among the industrial countries since 

the early 1950s, with.in the framework of the OECD, GATT and DFi.F. In broad terms, the 

heaviest incidence of quotas rests 0n imports of processed agricultural products and· 

textiles, in particular cotton textiles. 

36. Except for temporary applications of an emergency natu~e, quotas are no longer 

used in the developed cou.."ltries for balance-of-pa~ents control; their protective 

intent is very much the prir;iary objective. In the processed agricultural products 
. . . 

sectorJ_ the_ restrictions tend to be applied in support of national agricultural 

policies. .In the case of textiles and other manufactures with a high labour content 

the apparent intent is to protect laggard or high-cost import-competing domestic 

industries. 

37. Quotas may be applied at very s~ort notice and at minimal cost, and can be kept 

"in reserve" on a contingency basis. In addition, the threat of quotas may be used to 

bring about the desired reduction of trade without their actual application, primarily 

through 11voluntary11 or self-limitation of exports. Quotas also tend to lililit trade 

on account of their uncertainty, even if they are not filled, as a result of 

variability or lack of publication of the size of the quota concerned •. This may be_ 

particularly burdensome for developing countries, and there is some evidence that in 

many cases quotas have remained unfilled. In addition) there is the probleT!l of the 

issuance of 11buyers I quotas 11 ,· rep~esenting the apportionment of a general import quota 

among the various interested inporters. The individual buyers' quotas that result 

may be so small that they are no longer interesting to the importers or result in 

orders that are impossible_ to fill econo:r.ri.cally by the foreign exporters. 

38. The advantages inherent in the progressive elwination of quotas are clear. To 

the extent that their incidence falls disproportionately on the developing countries, 

these stand to, gain ac~ordingly. 

39. A more detailed analysis of quotas) including data concerning the countries 

applying them, ma.au.factured_and semi-man1;1-factured products· or groups of products 
, , . 

from developing countries, and als~ so:r:ie suggestions for their liberalization-are 

contained in document TD/B/C. 2/83 and Add. l. 
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VI. QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS: LICENSING ( Type I. A~ 3-4) 

40.. Closely allied to quotas is import licensing. Generally, quotas are administered 

by means of licences, the issuance of which is halted as soon as a particular quota 

is filled. There are many cases, however, where the quota within the Hmits of which 

import licences are issued is unclear or even non-existent, and the licences are 

essentially released on a.,.vi ad hoQ_ basis. This may b'e termed discretionary licensing, 

and is restrictive of trade. On the other hand, licences may be issued without being 

based on quotas, in a relatively liberal mann0r. 

4l. The liberality of automatic import licensing varies a great deal from country to 

country. On the one hand, there are cases where the application of licensing to a 

wide variety of items appears to be intended mainly for statistical purposes and for 

observing market developments in the products affected. On the other hand, there are 

also instances where imports are covered by automatic licensing based on past trade 

volumes, a method which in practice favours imports from traditional suppliers. Other 

justifications for automatic licensing include statistical considerations, public 

safety, national security, collection of taxes and charges of various kinds, accounting 

for bilateral comrJitments and exchange restrictions, watching over import prices, 

detecting import trends, and so forth. 

42. Nuraerous technicalities and adr:rl.nistrative procedures substanthlly increase the 

trade-restrictive inpact of liberal licensing procedures. Aside from the widely 

varying expenses and delays attending the securing of licences, there may be 

significant delays in their issuance. In some cases licences may be issued only at 

a specific location in the iraporting country_, which may not be the normal place of 

business of the importer or the place of importation. .Also, although the period of 

validity of ir:1port licences is normally six months, significantly shorter periods 

may on occasion be specified which preclude the orderly compliance with technical or 

health formalities and the conclusion of import contracts. Even six months may be a 

short period for certain types of transactions and certain foreign exporters, 

particularly in developing countries. In addition, licences. may in certain 

circunstances be issued freely only on condition that the imports in question are 

re-exported after processing, and not sold on the domestic raarket. Other requirements 

include the identification of the end-user in the license application (so that the 

building of inventories of the affected inported prod~ct becomes impossible), prior 

certification that a similar domestic product is not available domestically, and no

resale clauses which inhibit the development of seconda...---y markets and add to the 
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reluctance of buyers. Moreover, any delays in issuance of the licence may be used to 

apply various pressures.on purchasers to 11buy domestic" in certain particularly 

sensitive cases, where the fino.l buyer nust be identified in the licence. 

43. All these factors, any one of which may or may not be applicable to a given 

regime of liberal iT:1port licensing - as well as the existence of "licensing" itself·

serve to increase uncertainty and risk on the part of exporters, iLporters, 

participants in domestic distribution channels, and end-users, ·with the formulation of 

long-range marketing and advertising plans increasing correspondingly in difficulty. 

As a result, liberal import licensing is appropriately identified as a non-tariff 

barrier, although the trade-restrictive effect would appear to vary ~~dely. 

44. Discretionary i@port licensing is quite different in that no doubt exists of its 

role as a non-tariff barrier·to trade or of the similarity of its effects t~ those of 

explicit quotas. In some ways, the restrictive effects of discretionary licensing' 

could exceed those of fixed quotas and licences issued thereunder because of the 

attendant increase in uncertainty. At times, t~e character of the underlying import 

restriction reri1ains undefined. As noted above, it may be entirely uncertain whether 

an implicit or explicit quota even exists, or whether applications for licences are 

granted or denied on a purely discretionary basis. This 11undefined11 character of 

discretionary licensing nay make business planning very difficult. 

45. In terms of liberalization, the adoption of a liberalized and standardized set of 

procedures for the issuance of licences, including precise definitions of the commodity 

classifications to which they are applied, would be useful. Provision r.right be made 

for the publicatiou of the exact quantitative restrictions under which the licences 

are to be issued and for the reservation of an approximate share .for suppliers in the 

developing countries. 

46. A more detailed analysis of the various types of licensing at present applied 

by selected developed market economy countries is contained in docurJent TD/B/C.2/83 
and Add.l. 

VII. OTHER IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ( Type I. A. 5-8) 

47. Aside from the primary non-tariff obstacles affecting the import trade 

quantitatively, -there are a nllluber of secondary measures in existence that bear. 

directly on ir.iports: "voluntary" export restraints, general and selective embargoes, 

and State trading. 

48. 11Voluntary" or self-inposed export restraints are applied by exporting countries 

to their own supplier~ to lirJit their sales to_,.certain ir.1porting countries. In return, 
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-~ 
the latter agree not to impose quantitative restrictions or other barriers on their 

imports from the affected country. In essence, the 11voluntary 11 restriction is applied 

in the hope of escaping what mey be harsher neasures. Uncertainty may result fron 

this kind of restriction if the definition of the desired import levels reraains unclear. 

Such export restraints are generally settled on a bilateral basis, and the administrative 

arrangements for their enforcement differ from case to case. The application of 

"voluntary11 export limitations to the trade of developing countries has thus far be~n 

limited to certain products from developing countries. 

49. Total a."1d selective enbargoes or iBport prohibitions no longer constitute an 

important component of the cotlI:lercial policies of developed countries. Where they do 

exist, they are often based on non-economic considerations, health and safety demands, 

etc. 

50. State trading presents a more difficult problem since enterprises operating under 

such a regime may discriminate against imports, either selectively or in general, in 

the course of their day-to-day operations. The cases considered here are those where 

State-trading enterprises in the market economy countries are responsible for importing 

and exporting individual products but where domestic manufacture, distribution end 

retailing are not in the hands of the State.!/ 

51. State trading affords protection to dor1estic suppliers as a result of 

discretionary changes in inport volunes by.the agency according to the state of the 

domestic market. Moreover, the State-trading body has the power to deternine mark-ups 

and to fix the resale prices of the iiilported products on the domestic narket. At the 

same time, the State-trading enterprise can discrininate anong foreign suppliern. 

If the spread between the average foreign offer price and the domestic resale price is 

large, its ability to engage in such discrimination is substantial. The relative 

importance o~ the State-trading enterprise in the donestic narket is also of 

significance. Particular State-trading enterprises may also protect domestic suppliers 

of the raw materials or intermediate goods fror1 which the State-traded product is 

mad9, by reducing the volume of imports or controlling the prices. A State-trading 

enterprise may also operate along strict coI:lL1ercial and profit-maximizing lines, .but 

difficulties in deternining precisely how nuch distortion is involved in any given 

instance leaves no o.lternative to the inclusion of all such operations as non-'tariff 

measlll'es. 

1/ State-trading operations in the socialist countries of· Eastern Europe are not 
covered in this study. 
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52. There is some scope for the liberalization of restrictive State-trading practices. 

One suggestion has been·the binding of mark-ups applied by the State-trading enterprise 

to imports: in order to ensure that foreign products are not priced out of the market.!/ 

.Alternatively, a fixed quota may be assigned to foreign suppliers, to be filled-in a 

non-discriminatory manner, which could then be gradually increased. 

53. Information about State--trading and monopolies operated in selected developed 

narket econoray countries is contained in document TD/B/C. 2/83 and Add. l. This 

infornation concerns the countries applying these neasures as well as the products 

or product groups subject to State-trading and monopolies. 

VIII. IOMESTIC PROCUREMENT (Type I.A.9) 

54. 11Buy domestic" programmes, unlike the non-tariff measures discussed 

thus .f.ar, gonero.lly cover £>.ll_TJUL,ufacturos oncL sor.tl-l2D..Illlfecctu.res ec1:i,;_:'. 0xcrt 

an impact on broad ranges of pr9ducts, rather than on individual and easily 

identifiable items., They can be divided into two categories for analytical purposes: 

(i) practices of national and sub-national government units and public authorities; 

and (ii) practices of business units directly or indirectly influen~ed-by government 

in their procurement policies. The second group is the subject of a separate study 

by the UNCTAD secretariat. 

55. National governnent procurenent practices discrir:J.inating against imports are 

applied either explicitly or implicitly by virtually all developed market economy 

countries. Government procurenent practices include those applied by Austria, 

Belgium~Luxembourg, Canada, France, Japan, Norway and the United States, in addition 

to the buy-domestic prograrm1es of Dennark, the Federal Republic of Gerr:1any, the 

Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom. As an example of explicit buy-domestic 

regulations the United States "Buy .Alnerican 11 Act of 1933 instructs federal agencies 

generally to. give preference to United States suppliers, while the Executive Order 

No. 10582 of 1954 specifies the margin in favour of domestic suppliers at 6 per cent, 

or at 12 per cent if the suppliers are small businesses or located in depressed areas. 

International Chamber of Commerce, Non-tariff obstacles to trade, Paris, ICC, 
1969, p./41. 
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.At the s_ame tine, __ Departmen~. of Defense cU:rect~v~_s since 1962 have given Unit~d 

States suppliers~ 50 ~er .cent margi~ for_alJ, of its purchases. Other developed 

.qount,ries apply criteria with sLtlla:r intent ancl perhaps even greater restrictive 
' , ., .. 

effect, but ;they ar·e. often _not codiffod or othawise expliqit+y stated. 

56. In many cases, ,offices in charge of central gav~rnment procurement have:'f,de 

discreti9n .in their purchasing .practices, and use this discretion to favour donestic 

suppliers. Th~s,trentment n~ be applied by neans of restricted p~dding, open only 

to doraestic suppliers, or by "mutual agreement" between. the procurement authorities 

and domestic inport-conpeting suppliers. Other devices used are limited publication 

of tenders for bids, exclusion of foreign suppliers by neans of technical requiranants, 

or non-publication of contracts awarded. The first of these· may be particularly 

burdens one for suppliers i'n the developing countries, who may not have access to· all 

of the sources of information available ta their competitors in developed couµtries; 

and are thereby deprivGld of the opportunity to compete. Moreover,. the ·bidding· ti:wes 

11ay be ··so short that .foreign suppliers cannot react quickly enough,. another: aspect 

that may negatively affect developing countries' co11petitive chances to a 

substantial degree. ·Also, requirenents 11ay be placed on foreign firms that they 

establish legal residence in the importing country, that- they work with· or through 

domestic companies to gain access to govermJent contracts, or that they first obtain 

certain permits to trade which may be issued ina highly restrictive manner. 

57. In addition to such provisions favouring- domestic suppliers, preference may., · 

also be shown with respect to selected foreign bidders. Although perhaps less· 

harmful to trade t!~an outright domestic-pr')curenent practices, arrangements may 

exist witlri:n free-trade areas or corn:r:1on markets which favour· suppliers located in 

member countries as compared with corapeti tars in .third ~ountries. One exa_mple in 

this category is the agreement within EFTA whereby suppliers in partner countries in 

principle have equal access to government contracts as domestic producers •. ~ile 

this practice represents a logical component of the econontlc integration concept,. 

-it does not dininish its inportance as a device favouring, the area suppliers. 

58. V.iOreover, development aid is often tied to purchases in the donor country, a 

practice which systenatically excludes prospective low-cost suppliers in other 

,, '• •' h ,;,, ' _ .. 
'. . ... _ . ................... , . .,, , ... •-, 
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developed countries or in developing countries.!/ This nay be particularly burdens one 

in the case of the supply of va:dous capital-goods categories. As a direct result of 

procurement restrictions attached to developnent assistonce grants and credits, the 
- ' 

value of such aid to recipient countries nay be raaterially reduced - the negative 

impact depending upon the cost of procurement in the donor country relativre to that 

obtaining anong the most efficient suppliers in third countries. 

59, Finally, it must be noted that national ptu·chas~ng agencies are not alone in 

thei:-:- d~-scrinination against foreign suppliers; domestic or regional procurement 

practices may be as restrictiv-e - and perhaps qunnti tatively as important - as similar 

practices at the national leveL ~~o cite once aga5-n the United States as an example, • 

na.11Y States and a large nur:iber of eounty, r:mnicipal and special-district agencies 

pre.ctice procur.er:ient which favour.s the national origin of .the products in question. 

60. The se_cond category of discriminatory procurement - purchasing practices by 

business units under the influence of gove;:-nnont agencies -· may be quantitatively 
. ' 

less burdenscne but nay be of specific importance in the case of selected manufactures 

and se:oi-r:1anufactures. In addition, it is somet~mes diff_icult to separate procurement 

practices instigated by governnent units fron autonomous restrictive business 

p:-acticE;s of. private enterprises in ma-rket-econo:oy developed countries.. This is the 

subject cf another study by the UNGTAD secretar·iaJ~. 

61. Nati::malized,. governr:ient-regu:)..ated or government-influenced business units in 

r.iany _ countrj_es favour do:nestic. suppliers in their procurement. of selected industrial 

p2.·oducts., In some countries spec~al incentives an~ rebates are given nattonal 

fabrica:Lr.;r:70 who. can p1·ove that they have not r.1ade use of imported s~eel while in 

others certain types of mar:mfactm:ed p:i'.'oducts including capital, goods such as 

electric a). and telephone equipment, com.r::n.wicatfons apparatus, electronic components, 

cargo containe:rs, refrigeration Bquipt1ent~ newsprint, etc •. are subject to "Buy donestic" 

practices. 

--------
J_/ See 11 The tying of aid" by Jngdish N. Bhngwati (TD/7/Supp.4) and also "Costs 

and benefits of aid: an empirical study 11 by John A. Pincus (document TD/7/ 
Supp.10) in £'.._:tQ_9eedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade 'and Development, 
Second Session, vol. IV, Problems and policies oL fi.rnci_I?.g, (United Nationp 
publication) Sales No. E.68.II.D.17), pp. 45-71 and 111-140 respectively. 
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62 •. In riany instances· balance-of-paynents pressures are e:raployed as ''ooral · suasion" 

to convince domestic lilanufacturers or service ''industries to buy at home. Government 

procurement practic2s and those induced by 0overm1ent in the business sector nay 

increase in iraportance, in view of the growth of the public sector in developed 

market ·economy countries. 

63. With respect to government procurement, standardized procedures and codification 

of purchasing practices at the national. level would contribute greatly to liberalization 

of governme·nt _procurement practices. For this purpose, countries which do not flt 

present apply systenatic procurenent regulations night adopt standardized procedures 

<:11d codified purchasing practices which could elininate ouch of the arbitrariness 

and discretionary action that now cause uncertainty for foreign suppliers. 

Procurement regulations :raight, for example, make provision for the publication of 

policies, allowing to the largest possible extent for international tenders, longer 

duration of bidding tine, etc. 

64. · Ho~ever, there are difficulties in bringing about the liberalization of public. 

procurement, even on a national level. In many cases intimate contacts with 

domestic business firras and the resulting evolution of technical specifications and 

designs can easily nake foreign firms uncoiilpetitive from the start .. Constitutional· 

and other legal difficulties, the multiplicity of selective purchasing devices .J.lsed, 

as well as the precise nature of ·any bargaining that might lead to successful 

liberalization, all indicate the extent of the difficulties that will be involved. 

The· problera is even greater with respect to domestic-procureraent practices at the 

sub-national level, particularly where the national governnent has little direct 

authority. 

,. 
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IX. DOMESTIC-CONTENT REGULATIONS AND EXPORT RESTRAINTS (Typ8 I.A. 10-11) 

65. There are two further non-tariff obstacles to trade which operate in a 

quantitative manner: domestic-content regulations and export restrictions. The 

overall effect of both is relatively less restrictive, although they may have a 

specially restrictive effect in individual cases. 

66, Domestic-content regulations include mixing, milling and other rules designed to 

enforce a given domestic value-added in products sold within the national customs 

frontiers. The intent generally is to provide import-competing suppliers with a 

certain share of the market and to ensure them of additional processing of imported 

intermediate and raw materials. In addition, such measures may be designed to protect 

domestic suppliers of raw materials in primary or semi-manufactured form, so that their 

markets are preserved in the face of foreign competi.tion. 

67. Liberalization in the case of domestic-content regulations could proceed by means 

of codes of behaviour, under which the participating governments would agree not to 

impose further regulations of thj,s nature and to liberalize those that now exist. 

68. Export restrictions, on the other hand, work quite differently. First, they 

may be designed to impede the development of industries abroad which would then compete 

with domestic suppliers of manufactures. For ex~ple, a country may have highly 

efficient producers of a certain semi-manufactured product, but further processing 

into finished goods may be highly labour-intensive and therefore more cheaply, done 

abroad for subsequent re-import in processed form. In order to protect domestic 

manufacturers of the finished product, without resorting to quantitative import 

restraints or tariffs, export restrictions may be effective. Second, it may be desired 

to conserve the natural-resource base underlying certain manufactures and semi

manufactures in order to assure long-range comparative advantage or to provide for the 

national security. Third, export restrictions may be ~sed to deny access to products 

which may be. of a sensitive nature or to inflict economic hardship on other countries. 

69. The fact that export restrictions are at present limited in scope does not mean 

that they are not of importance· for the developing countries particularly in areas of 

production where final assembly of the products concerned is highly labour-intensive. 

X. · YARIABLE LEVIES AND SUPPLEMENTJhT{Y IMPORT CH1IBGES ( Ty.pB I.B.1) 

70. Af'ter the foregoing consideration of non-tariff obstacles to trade that operate_ 

primarily as quantitative impediments of imports and exports in the form of corrJnercial

policy measures, it will be useful to examine those measures which operate with trade

restrictive effect primarily through costs. The first category of these measures - one 

which has gained renewed prominence in recent years - is that of variable levies. 
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71. The most.impor~ant party applying variable levies is the EEC, which applies them 

as part of its . common agricultural programmo. The system, composed of fixed and 

variable elements, ensures the maintenance of high internal prices for farm products and 

the exclusion of imports that would threaten these price levels. As a programme 

oriented towards a certain degree of s_olf-sufficiency .in agriculture, the EEC system 

involves the determination of the percentage of self-sufficiency desired as regards, 

particular products, the price level that will ensure attainment of the objective and 

the variable level necessary to maintain this price level~ 

72. The EEC variable levy system is of significant interest to the developing countries 

with respect to their e~orts of processed agricultural products. The system is 

applied to most of the basic agricultural commodities and to products processed from 

them)/ 

73. Although the system applied by the countries of the EEC is the most notable form 

of the operation of variable levies, other countries also apply various types of 

variable levies and variable import charges to certain types of imports. 

74. In addition to the protective effects attending variable levies and import charges, 

such restrictions may also have important side-effects •. The variable-elements in the 

levies may change frequently and abruptly with ~hifts in domestic market conditions, 

with the consequence that it becomes impossible for foreign suppliers :to formulate 

prices or plan their future activities. Moreover, changes in levy or surcharge rates 

may not be announced- sufficiently in a~vance, and consequently bear especially heavily 

on suppliers in developing countries. In the case of the EEC there seems to have been 

some difficulty arising from_ differing interpretations among the merriber countries of 

the regulations concerning the precise levies applicable to certain processed foods 

containing varying amounts of tbp basic commodities to which the ve.riable levy system 

is applied. 

75. There would appear to be some scope for the developing countries to obtain 

reductions in the fixed elements of the EEC variable levies as well as in the level of 

self-sufficiency in the EEC as regards products of export interest to them.Y 

1/ For details of the system, see document TD/B/AC.5/5. 
'?) In this connexi_on. J t may be recalled that the EEC has generally removed · the 11fixed 

element" of protection v1ith respect to imports from.the associated overseas 
developing countries and territories. Moreover, the EEC is prepared to reduce 
the "fixed element" of protection with respect to imports of certain processed and 
semi-processed agricultural products from all developing countries i~ the context 
of the general scheme of prefero11ces (see TD/B/AC.5/24/Add.1). 
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XI. ADVANCE DEPOSIT REQUIREMENTS, ANTI-DUMPING DUTIES, COUNTERVAILING 
CHARGES AND CREDIT RESTRICTIONS (Type I.B. 2-4) 

76. Apart from cost-imposing non-tariff measures involving import surcharges and 

variable levies, a number of the measures ropresent_equally clear-cut oxrun.ples of 

protective intent. This category includes practices that require importers to deposit 

funds with customs or other agencies ·well in advance· of the time of import, measures 

to offset alleged dumping by foreign suppliers - which may be easily misused with 

protective intent - and credit restrictions imposed on importers .or their distribution 

channels in order to impede purchases from abroad. 

77 • Advance-deposit requirements were introduced in the United Kingdom early in 1968 

for a limited duration covering most manufactured and semi-manufactured imports, as a 

balance-of-payments control measure.Y An amount equal to 50 per cent of the value 

of imports was required to be deposited, at no interest, with the Customs Office for a 

period of six months, a procedure that at prevailing interest rates could be considered 

equivalent to a general import surcharge of between 2 and 3 per cent.Y W'nere 

financing is especially costly or difficult to obtain, these measures could impose 

an increased burden. 

78. Somewhat different are the prior import deposits imposed by Japan, involving a 

deposit of between 1 and 5 per cent of value of imports upon application for a licence 

by the .importer; these percentages are subject to variation. The system is closely 

tied to the Japanese licensing regime, and its object is to ensure that applications· 

for licences actually are followed by the import of goods. At times, however, the 

requirements have been raised to_a maximum of 35 per cent, as during the balance of 

payments crises of 1961 and 1964. On the other hand, these deposits yiold interest 

at the rate of 2.555 per cont, and normally remain on deposit for only seven to 30 days. 

79. Anti-dumping and countervailing measures pose a problem, because of difficulties 

in the definition of· 11 dumping 11 , 2./ and in detormidng · whether goods are being sold on the 

Y It must however be mentioned that many products of export interest to the developing 
countries such as preparations of meat, fish, crustaceans or molluscs, cocoa and 
cocoa preparations, preparations of vegetables, fruit or other parts of plants, 
woven fabric of jute, essential oils, etc. have been exempted from these requirements. 
However, some products of particular interest to the developing countries, in 
particular cotton textiles, are subject to the scheme. 

2/ The· Government of the United Kingdom announced on 20 October 1969 the decision to 
extend the import deposit scheme covering tho same range of imports for a further 
twelve months from 5 December 1969. The rate of deposit was reduced from 50 to 40 
per cent. The period of deposit - 180 days - remains unchanged. 

1/ The GATT defines dumping as cases wher0 11 ••• products of one country are introduced 
into the coimnerce of another cou...11try at less ~han the normal value of the products ••• 11 

The 11 normal 11 value may be defined as either (a) the comparable price of the product 
when sold for consumption or use in tho exporting country; (b) the highest compa~able 
price of the product when sold for export to a third country; or (3) the production 
cost of the product in the exporting country plus a reasonable margin. See General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Basic Instrurnents and Selected Documents, Vol. IV 
(Geneva: GATT, 1969), p.10. 
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home market by foreign suppliers below full cost and whether it causes or threatens 

material i~jury to domestic industries. Ho~ever, import prices may well be below prices 

in the exporting country, both being above total cost, simply on s.ccount of a difference 

in the dem8.lfd elasticities prevailing in the two markets and the impossibility of 

resale between them. This is tho case of price discrimination between markets, a 

sta..ridard business practice. Moreover, in time of severe excess capacity 1 foreign 

suppliers may try to sell in th0 home market.below total unit cost but .ibovs variable 

cost, thereby helping to cover their fixed_charges and r.unimizing their losses. 

80. Anti-dumping measures and countervailing chargos rrny be 2,pplied on a contingency 

basis in all developed countries, but have beon men:iioned :is specific trade obstacles 

in the case of a number of dev_eloped market economy countries. 

81. · Unlike the other measures discussed in this section, credit restrictions on the 

financing of imports are rarely applied on. a contingency basis and generally embody a 

clearly protective intent. They a re d0signed to render importers or purchasers of 

imports less able to do business by increasing the cost of obtaining credit and 

limiting the availability of credit fi;:om standard sources. Particularly in tir.:es of 

high interest rates and general monetary restraint such obstacles, by using the 

financial sector for trad~-restrictive purposes, can be quite burdensome. 

82. An example of the extensive use of credit measu~es is tho practice employed by 

Japan, where all long and medium-t0rrn credit arrangements come under th3 control of 
' ' . 

the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI). In the case of cons11i~er 

goods, for example, deferred payments are limited to four months, and financing of 

imports over periods exceeding 120 days appears to be rare. SGlected credit restraints 

also appear to existi in other developed rr.arket aconomy countries. 

XII. DIRECT AND INDIRECT SUBS.IDIZATION (;rsp3 I.B. 5-7) 

83. A final group of non-tariff measures classified undor Typo I involves direct and 

indirect subsidization by governments of import- and export~co~poting industries in 

developed market economy countries which may take a variety ,of forms. The subsidies 

including the granting of tax relief, deferments, rebates, special exemption, 

increased tax write-offs, entitlement to proceeds of charges levied on imports, credit 

subsidization, expansion loans, investment grants, government finance export promotion 

programmes, subsidized transport rate~, etc. A detailed analysis of the various 

forms of direct and indirect subsidization ·is contained in document TD/B/C.2/89 

. and Add.L 
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84. The second category of non-tariff obstacles to trade - including measures which 

are not in themselves commercial-policy qevices but which may have substantially the 

same effect - comprises policies and practices that in many cases are considerably more 

difficult to identify and to liberalize than are primarily protective devices. This 

group of restrictions has been subdivided into two parts: those operating primarily in 

a quantitative manner, and those whose effects are basically exerted on prices and 

costs. The first of these. contains only two readily-identifiable barriers, both of 

which fall.under the heading of marketing restrictions. 

85. In view of the growing importance of the communications media in general marketing 

efforts, restrictions of a kind that limit promotion of sales of products to the 

.general public or to specialized consumers and users may be applied with notable effect 

to discriminate against foreign-produced goods. Trade in media items such as cinemato

graph films and television tapes may also be the object of restrictions of this kind. 

While presumably a cultural measure, such restrictions may be used with protective 

intent to stimulate the development ~f a domestic fi.lm industry. In view of the 

growing film industries in certain developing countries, such as Latin .America, their 

interests would be served by iiberalization in this area. 

86. Restrictions on the use of media of communication concern consumer goods such as 

alcoholic beverages and manufactured tobacco products. A ban on television advertising 

of cigarettes is, for example, in prospect in some countries and exists in others. At 

the same time, alcoholic beverages are also· subject to similar restrictions in some 

developed countries. Liberalization of advertising restraints might be difficult, 

especially in the case of measures related to sanitary and health purposes. 

87. Apart from restrictions of this kind, other marketing controls have to do with the 

precise composition of the imported product or.its container, or relate to mandatory 

technical standards ·and norms. In many such instances, the restrictions may be based 

on technical grounds (e.g., sealed-beam versus bulb-type automotive headlamps). In 

others, a protective intent may exist which is secondary to the primary purpose of the 

measure but nevertheless may play an important role in influencing trade in the 

affected products. Regulations as to marks of origin might also be burdensome when 

enforced literally and may inhibit sales of the product. Restrictive regulations 

specifying who may and who may not carry out marketing and advertising activities may 

also exist. 
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88. Some developed market economy countries impose strict technical standards, 

restrictive branch:-office contl"·ols· on f6;eig:ti fir~s ( which tend to 'limit their 

marketing activities) and.other marketing restrictions on manufactured and senii

manufactured products from developing countries. 

89. One way of liberalizing such measures may be to modorato the specific technical 

standa~ds and other marketing requirements contained in government regulations · 

controlling the sale of the items affected. Especially in the case of origin I112,rkings 

it would appear that a great doal could be done to restrain their trade restrictive 

impact. In cases where precise standards cannot be avoided, the recommendations of 

international standards organizations might be followed. Harmonization in this area 

would especially benefit the developing countries which might otherwise find it 

difficult or impossible to determine and accede to various foreign standards for a 

single line of exports. Moreover, standard publication of national regulations applied 

in each developed country could be of assistance to the export offorts of the 

developi~g nations. 

XIV. PACKAGING AND LABELLING REGULATIONS, SAFETY STANDi\.RDS 
AND HEALTH REQUIREMENTS (Type II.B.1-3) 

90. Wide varieties of imported manufactures and semi-manufactures are affected by 

packaging and labelling regulations, safety standards and health requirements • 

. U though some of those are hardly protective devices, many are of specific concern to 

the d~veloping countries, both because the exports of the products in ·question account 

for a large share of thoir total exports, and because they tend to find it especially 

difficult to satisfy many of the regulations. 

91. Packaging and labelling regulations mny impose additional costs on manufacturers 

intending ·to sell their products in the country mnintaining such standc..rds. 1.fu.rk-of-
. . 

origin regulations and lo.belling reqtiirements provide tho most: widely-used exmnplE§s ~-

Difficulties may be traced to the required.language or languages,·specifications.of 

content, and the measurement system employed as stnted'on the product or ,its · 

container. For exporters faced ~nth serving a wici~ variety of _differ~nt·\iaticinal 

markets, such requirements imply.short packaging ~ns, vo.rious tooling ~~sts, ·ruid 

other expenses. It is nevertholoss -~easonable th~t importing countti~s be ponnitted 
' . ' 

to specify that products sold in the domestic· market state the origin of the 
. ' (, ·,· '. . 

merchandise, its description·and its quantity in their o-wn national language or 

languo.ges. Cost.reductions ~ould be.achieved through multiple:..lang'Uage labelling to 

the extent practicable and specifying contents both in metric and in English units. 
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92. Protective and trade-rostrict'.ive elements, however, enter the picture when 

requirements permit labelling only in- the language of the importing country or specify 
. . 

that contents may be indicated only in the customary domestic measuring system. 

Periodic changes in these requirements may impose additional costs and uncertainties 

~n foreign exporters. Of particular imp6rtance seoms to be information specifying 

precisely what the relevant labelling requirements are, for without it suppliers, 

especially in developing countries, are faced with the risk_ of having shipped -

unacceptable merchandise and facing large losses. In the absence of such information, 

even with relatively innocuous and _constant requirements, the trade-restrictive effect 

could be· substantial. -- Lastly,· marks of o~igin and other markings may be requir~d that 

are particularly costiy, such as die-stamping of metal parts, which may substantially 

raise costs and reduce the saleability of imports. All such measures bear an 

additional restrictive element if they are not imposed on domestic products, or are 

imposed on them in a less rigorous manner than on imports. 

93. Perhaps even greater scope for cost-imposition and trade-inhibition is available 

to importing countries through the application of packaging regulations, which may 

specify the size, shape and material of the containers in which merchandise is packed. 

The stipulation that cans, packages and bottles·must be of a certain size or shape can 

raise the costs of foreign suppliers considerably or drive them from the market 

altogether. Since the required specifications generally conform to those in standard 

use by import-competing producers, the effect of such requirements is often restrictive 

of trade. The problems of differing packaging standards is clearly more burdensome 

than in the case of labelling requirements because of the much greater costs involved. 

Again, in all these cases the availability of informD.tion about current standards, as 

well as the costs of meeting them, may pose disproportionate difficulties for the 

developing countries. 

94. A number of developed market economy countries apply stringently administered and 

restrictive labelling regulations to a wide range of manufactures and semi-manufactures, 

in particular consumer goods such as prepared and preserved food products, certain 

types of garments and other goods and these may be relatively more burdensome for the 

developing countries. 

__ , 
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95, A number of measures may be- considered for reducing the trade-restrictive effects 

of packaging and labelling regulations affecting products of export-interest to 

developing countries. Wider publicity might be given to the pr~cise standards 

currently in force, the nature of the control and approval mechanism and any changes in 

such regulations. This·would considerably reduce risk, would be_ especially useful for 

the developing countries and would reduce the impact of simple differences in national 

packaging and labelling requirements. Delays in the administration of regulations 

could be shortened and the costs involved in obtaining the necessary approvals.~educed, 

Efforts could be made to harmonize existing standards and to elaborate generally 

acceptable labelling and packaging standards. In this connexion, consideration might 

88 given to the establishment of more liberal standards relating to the size, shape 
' a.nd. naterial of container;, and to labelling in particular languages._ 

96, Safety requirements and standards also pose a problem, particularly in an 

administrative sense, because of the multiplicity of national and sub-national 

government agencies as well as non-governm(3ntal organizations that are involved. 

Particular proble~s arise in connexion with construction materials, electrical 

·appliances, plumbing and heating and air conditioning equipment, owing to yariations 

in national and local building codes, electrical standards.and fire regulations. 

Similarly, various kinds of pressure vessels, electrical apparatus, rubber products, 

• transport equipment and safety apparatus are subject to control hy numero~s public and 

industrial bodies responsible for setting standards. In some cases: regional 

variations in requirements make even internal trade difficult. 

97. Costs imposed on foreign suppliers are similar to those described earlier in 

co:mexion with packaging and labelling requirements for mass--'produc0d pr_oducts, 

necessitating increased tooling costs, short produption runs, and so forth. In many 

cases, the gaps in inforootion and the costs involved in securi~g approval represent 

a problem in that foreign suppl~ers often find it more difficult.to meet the require-

.· m.ents than do domestic producers. Such standards might also be used deliberately to 

impede imports. It shouJ_d also be noted that in certain cases. inspection by private 

·ox-· public bodies can only be carried out during. manufacture o·r ·in. the importing 

country, a requirement which may exclude foreign suppliers entirely •. 
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98, As in the case of packaging and_ labelling regulations, wide publicity could be 

tiven to safety and tecrutj.cal standards affecting products of export interest to 

devel~ping countries. 

99, In view of the nature of the products subject to safety requirements and standards, 

the immediate gain to developing countries from such efforts might be smaller _than in 

the case or corI?esponding action ;."elating to labelling and packaging regulations, but 

the long-term benefits could be worthwhile. 

100, Governments might agree, where practicable, to accept each other's safety and 

industrial certifications, either on a multilateral or on a bilateral basis, and 

encourage international standards organizations in their efforts towards the harmoni

zation and elaboration of uniform standards. In cases where standards. are specified in 

national-legislation or are laid dovm. by regulatory b~dies, consideration might be 

given to bringing these'into line with existing international norms •. However, the 

elaboration of these measures is exceedingly complex and will take a considerable 

length of-··time. 

101, Perhaps of more immediate concern to the developing countries than technical and 

safety standards are health regulations applicable to manufactured and semi-manufactured 

food products and other animal and vegetable items of which they are major suppliers. 

In this respect co-ordination and liberalization may be more difficult because of the 

nature of the products involved and the direct bearing of the regulations on the 

health and welfare of the public. Moreover, developing countries may be at a 

disadvantage in that there exists a feeling that standards prevailing in developing 

areas are lower and enforced with greater laxity than.in the developed countries, with 

resulting differences in the severity of standards imposed or inspections required. 

102. Of particular·· concern in.,the matter of health regulations is the inspection of 

production facilities, which necessarily has to be carried out on the spot>· and the 

enforcement of penalties for the sale of substandard merchandise, which may be 

difficult or impossible if the supplier is located.abroad. Another problem arises from 

the inspection process of imported products, which may be very time-consuming and 

costly, and could in extreme cases result in product spoilage or have other effects 

that may negatively influence the subsequent saleability of the product. This again 

! .. "' ·--~-~-- ··----·---~-· ·---. -- . -·•·-·-···- ---~-•<O•••·- . '· 
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raises the questiqµ of uncertainty, since the exporter may find his products rejected 

on inspection even though he has met all of the he;:i.lth standards of which he was 

awere, and makes it more difficult to meet the delivery time specified in contracts 

1-rl.th buyers. There are also considerable differences among the developed market-. 

economy countries as to tolerable levels of bacteria content, and as to permissible 

content of L.'1.secticides, certain chemicals, food colouring matter and certain food 

additives. In certain cases there is the problem of import prohibition on public 

health grounds. 

103 ., Moves in many developed countries to expand the range of consumer-protection 

legislation covering most foo~ and non-food consumer goods, even if applied in a non

discriminatory manner with respect to imports, may extend the role of such_ obstacles 

to trade substantially in the future. Also, even though there is little clear-cut 

evidence that discrimination as b~tween different foreign suppliers exists in the 

application of health standards, there appears to be some concern that psychological 

biases are reflected in the inspection process, especially as regards g9ods originating 

in the developing countries. 

104. In evolving measures for liberalizing the trade restrictive efforts of health 

regulations affecting imports of export interest to developing countries, 

consideration might be given to the following: wide publication of. existing health 

requirements, inspection regulations, attendant time delays and costs, clearanQe 

procedures applied in developed market eco:t'!-omy countries and multilateral or bilateral 

agreement on insperJtion certification of r::'.'oc_essed and sel'.!J.i-:;:-rocessed food products. 

105" Agreement might also be sought on s.tandardized inspection procedures at the port 

of entry, costs) and time requ..i.rements, in order to reduce further the discretionary 

element and the risks involved. Furthermore, the developing countries themselves 

might take the initiative, either on a regional basis or as a group, of establishing 

among themselves a uniform set of health and safety standards on a product-by-product 

basis. Such standards could be devised in consultation with the ap~ropriate 

authorities in the developed importing countries with a view to satisfying as many of 

the existing requirements as possible, 
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106. Another set of measures coming within the Type II category - dealing primarily 

with non-trade-related problems but periodically employed for protective purposes -

concerns practices involving the taxation of imported goods. A distinction is made · 

between these measures.and the tax aids to import-competitors and exporters (Type I.B.5), 

trade-restrictive intent of which is generally primary, and not secondary and 

essentially fiscal as in the present case. Two groups of fiscal• levies .are discussed:· 

(i) border taxes, ac~d (ii) excise and use taxes. The incidence of border taxes, 

however. justified, falls specifically on ~ported products. The incidence of· excise 

and use ta~ces falls both on home-produced and on imported products. 

107. A great deal oi' effort has gone into the analysis of the border-tax adjustment 

problem, both in the GATT, the OECD, the EEC and a number of national public and 

private bodiesJ/. In gene.ral, those developed countries which rely heavily on indirect 

taxes for fiscal revenue, mostly in Western Europe, maintain that the attendant system 

of export.drawbacks and compensatory charges on imports does not constitute an 

important restrictive element with respect to. trade, On the other hand, countries 

relying primarily on direct taxes and ot,her sources of fiscal revenue - whose exports 

nonetheless face compensatory import charges in the former group of countries without 

having benefited from drawbacks, and whose imports from them do not face compensatory 

charges qut have been subject to drawbacks - maintain that a significant distortion of 

trade is at least possible, and probably occurs in fact. This issue is currently under 

active consideration. 

108. In -trade among indirect-tax countries, any distortions that exist arise from 

overcompensation or undercompensation of the effective tax burden by means of border 

tax adjustments. durin~ the export-import process. Such distortions are probably minor 

and are likely to decrease further with the progressive adoption of value-added tax 

systems in _the Western European countries. In trade with other countries, however, the 

problem is more serious and revolves around the question whether other kinds of taxes, 

particularly direct taxes, are or are not reflected in product prices. The· problem is 

further complicated by the large number of direct and indirect taxes levied on producers 

in some of these countries by State and municipal units, at least some of which are 

unquestionably reflected in -prices. Moreover, owing to the wide variations in -tax 

systems in the developing countries, the exports of some of them may likewise be_ subject 

to this particular obstacle to trade. 

----
Y See, for example, Orgai.~isation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Border Tax 

Adjustments and Jax/_ S:tr;,?-ctures_in OECD Member Countrie~ (Paris, OECD, 1968). See 
also document TD B C.2189 and Add.l. 
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109. · Over,and above the border-tax-adjustment problem itself, there is the question 

relating to other types of border charges. The problem of valuation of imports for the 

purpose -of border-tax application may also be the source of some additional difficulty. 

·110. Among the developed market-economy countries under discussion here, Denmark, 

France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden currently apply 

value-added taxes, while Belgium and Luxembourg are due to convert to this system on 

1 January 19711/. Austria, Finland, Ireland, Norway and Switzerland still apply single

or multiple-stage sales or turnover taxes. All undertake border tax adjustments, and 

only Australia, Cana~a, Japan, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States do 

not apply such practices. In the case of these countries as well, all imports are 

subject to whatever sales taxes exist, while in most cases exports are generally exempted. 

111. The valuation base for the border tax is usually the duty-paid c.i.f. import 

value of the products in question, subject on occasion to a discount by a fixed amount. 

In other instances, the countervm.ling charge consists of a relatively broad 'range of 

percentages, levied according to the nature of the imported product, and appears to bear 

no systematic relation to the domestic tax itself. 

112. There are few immediate initiatives that the developing countries could take in 

the area of border tax adjustments. The compensatory impor~ charges iraposed by 

developed countries represent a potential area of liberalization for imports from the 

developing natibns. However, if charges imposed on imported products only compensate 

for taxes levied on the same or similar domestic products, partial or full . exeoption 

of products from developing countries from such compensating charges would accord to 

these products a preference· over domestic products. This will not be the case if· the 

preference accorded concerns only the import chaTges in excess of taxes levied on 

domestic products. 

113. Use taxes, excise and other charges on imports represent a more scattered problem 

and generally do not affect the entire spectl'UJ'.Tl of imported products. Many such levies 

are of a revenue-producing type, intended by the inplementing government primarily to 

deal with matters not related to trade. Although many such levies are applied to both 

domestically-produced and imported i t,2ms, subtle discrimination is apparent in some 

instances. The applicable tax rates may be steeply progressive by value or according to 

certain physical characteristics of the commodity in question, with the result that 

.imports tend to fall at the high end of the tax scale and competitive domestic 

products at the low end. 

-•·---
1/ All EEC countries. are sch~d~led to ~se this system. Consequently, Italy is also due 

to convert to. this form of taxation. See document TD/B/C.2/89 and Add.l. 
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114. Also, the valuation base for such taxes is almost exclusively the duty-paid 

c.i.f. value in the case of imports, a feature giving additional potential bias 

depending on the individual rate of duty. In some cases the taxed products are not 

produced at home, while substitute items which are supplied domestically bear a 

lighter tax burden or none at all. Moreover, certain taxes may be inordinately high, 

depressing consumption of the affected products and, even in the absence of protective 

intent, bear unduly heavily on exports of trading partners. 

115. Among the individual commodities 8.ffected, many developed market economy countries 

inpose heavy but non-discriminatory consumption taxes on alcoholic be,rerages and 

manufactured tobacco. Perfumes, cosmetics and jewellery articles are also subject to 

heavy taxes. These levies are also imposed on a number of other products such as 

mechanical lighters, fruit flours, vegetable waxes, coffee extracts, mineral waters, 

motor fuels, furs, agglomerated cork, certain carpets and floor coverings and 

automobiles. 

116. The developing countries stand to benefit from general liberalization in this 

field. They could indicate all such taxes of direct concern to them for inclusion in 

whatever liberalization prograrrnne might be evolved for this type of measure. In this 

connexion, there may be room for tax modifications in the case of individual manufactures 

or semi-manufactures of special interest to the developing countries. 

XVI. CUSTOMS CLEARANCE, VALUATION, CLASSIFICATION AND 
RELATED PB.ACTICES (fype __ II.B.6-8) 

117. Another set of cost-imposing obstacles to trade within the category of Type II 

involves customs clearax1ce procedures and customs practices which r.uy be used in a 

nanner that clearly constitutes a barrier to trade1/. So long as tariffs prevail, 

customs procedures and the related costs are unavoidable. Hence their 8xistenco should 

not QeK_§_~ be considered a non-tariff obstacle. Yet when there is a notable divergence 

from 11 standardn procedures which rosults in added costs and uncertainties, longer 

delays, and the inposition of high customs duties, it is possible to speak of a non-· 

tariff obstacle and to suggest the possibility for its liberalization, ldth attendant 

benefits for foreign suppliers. At the same time, customs procedures provide scope fo:c 

discretionary or arbitrary acti·:m ·which may be used in a protective and discriminatory 

manner on &11 ad.hoe basis, with the additional inposition of occasional high degrees of 

risk on traders. 

1/ The GATT provisions covering these questions are contained in Articles VII and VIII. 

---------- --- - - ·--- ----- ----------
------ --- ------" --
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118. Customs clearance, procedures and port charges encompass a variety of 

measures. Aside from the time lapse and the resulting uncertainties, significan~ 

costs may be_ associated with them, including expensive _correction of errors, monetary 

pe~alties and fines. Lack of standardization in this respect may likewise pose 

problems. These problems are dealt with in the Customs Co-operation Council (CCC), 

and other international organizations as well as the Economic Commission for Europe 

to secure simplification of formalities and reductions in costs. 

119. At the custons frontier itself, costs, uncertainties and customs-service 

delays are attributable to a number of sources. Custons offices may be understaffed 

or maintain short or irregular hours. Certificates of origin may be required .either 

as standard_ practice, .in the case of certain products, or sporadically, on occasion 

apparently in the discretion of the officials in charge. Customs invoices are 

required in a number of instances, demanding thorough far.iiliarity on the ,part of the 

exporter with valuation regulations. Incidental fees or truces may be required to be 

paid_on .importation, or customs stamps may have to be purchased. These costs appear 

. _to arise particularly in connexion with the endorsement of certificates of origin,; 

the levying of landing or traffic troces, and so forth. There may also be provisions 

which prevent the return of duties paid on items found to be defective and 

subsequently re-exported, or the duty-free inportation of goods destined for re

export may be prohibited.· Moreover, there may be the danger of disclosure of 

business secrets in cases where exporters are required to indicate the process of 

manufacture of products and prices paid, information which subsequently may come to 

the knowledge of the foreign importer or final purchaser. 

120. Each of these practices represents a source of costs, delays, uncertainties 

and other negative influences, including problems involved in contracting for firr:i 

delivery times, possible losses through spoilage of perishables, and increased 

difficulties in -formulating intermediate-range marketing plans. Apart from explicit 

customs mJ.ttors, inadequate port and warehousing f~cilitios, or high transfer costs 

and similar·port considerations - to the extent that they are under the control of 

the government - may also be considered under this category · of non-tariff obstacles. 
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:;.21.. P·ractices applied to imports in the developed market--economy countries include 

regul11~ custoni.s-invoice requirements, regular certificate-of-origin requirenents, 

spora~ic dewands for origin certificates and endorsement fees, traffic and landing 

taxes and pETi.oc.lie: cusi:.0ms. service delays. These, of course, apply also to 

nanui'actured and scm.j-mam,:.factured irn.ports from develop::..ng countries. 

There a:-e a nF11.1ber of possible avenues for the liberalization of consular 

f c::·rr~.i ties, custo1:1s procec.ures, ar.d othe:;.~ transfer costs. So far as consular and 

::usto:ns formalities are concerned~ sinplificati01i and standardization provide the 

best so11Jtion. Fffort:3 cu::.~rently ½eing nade to reduce the variety and coraplexi_ty 

0:C i"eg_uireJ. docUJllc:j;s.tion will doubtless cont:Lnue. E-v,,m more pror.iising is the 

::otar,cla:'.'clization of documentation and of the procedural aspects of custons clearance, 

:i~"cJ.v.L~:..ng tte elit.1.ination of documents such as ~ertificates of origin and their 

rep:1.r.cemr-mt wi ~:h fa:i:· simpJ.i.cr though equally effective devices. SiEJ.ilar 

:,,~_r.:p]_.:,;_i·~ . .::;ation 1:1n.7 be possible for custo;:is in7oi.ces, 

J ?.~~. All sv-::h r.ieasures .l-:.o1d soBe proriise of gain for the deve:.i.oping countries, 

SJL~o the inciden:'.::e of c11.sto;::is cor:1 ;_)lex:il·,ies na..y "vell be unusually great for their 

3:xy,orters, B'rt E111 )at't:Les concernel ar·e likeiy to gain from procedural 

~.:.np~_ifj_c::i:tion. i~1c7ud1.ng those i1:1:posj.ng i:,he neasm·es, as a result of reduced 

0:22.:•u-'.~ing cos·e,s and g1 eate,: dficiency. T:1e reduction and standardization of fees 

:::'.",1. otheJ· costs woulc. yiE'Jld similai· 'benef:;_ ts. Lastly~ the c1dequacy of port and 

c1:o·0ons :faciJ.i ties~- though the:i.r inadoqua::y is scr.1etines an inportant barrier to 

ir:po1 ts, is pro b:ib 1~, best band~_.:;d on c.n .Q.1 hoe oasis. 

121;.. fe1~::1.aps somewhat no:re ;::;Gr:i.ous are custol'l.s va1ciation practices and procedures, 

vi'hicr, vary co:1sic~e:-.-:-ci:.lJ~ f·rom count,-7 to com1try and vihich sow.oti.l'les allow for a 

great deal of discr0t2.u''.la'.i:'y action on ;:,ho part of custons officia1.s. .Such procedures 

nay ·if.feet eJ.1 i.':l_?orts, or they r11ay bea.1~ especially on ind:•_vidual products or 

prod~:.cJc. ~roups, 

125. 1'~1.ere a.".'e a nUI-:i.ber of problens related. to valuation as appHed by developed 
T • ; t • ::.ancet. econ(')my cow1 r· .. •.es .. First is t:.hat of' c.Lf. versus f.o,b. valuation; 

v:':.:::iat:'..ons in trmisJ?m;•t cha:.:·ges and insurance costs ai'fect the va1uation an.d henc? the 

cu3tom.s cha -rg0 if goods are va:.ued on a c. i. f. basis but not J.f va1uec1 on an f • o. b • 
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basis. Second, in the case of contractual ties between buyers and sellers, many 
. ~ .. 

countries,'including thbse subscribing· to the Brussels Convention on the Evaluation 

of Goods for Customs Purposes, replace the invoice value of the goods in question 

with a 11normal11 value - to reflect the price of the goods in the absence of such 

contractual ties - for purposes of applying the customs charge. This leads to 

discretionary actions in defining both 11 contractual ·ties" .and 11nornal value", and 

appears to bear particularly on trade-marked products and on industries where close 

clos~ ties b~tween buyers and sellers represent standard practice. 

126. ·· Systematic or sporadic "uplifts" r.iay be applied to invoice prices on a regular 

basis in certain countries as a standard practice for raising customs valuation, with 

· a great· ·deal of l~ti tude sonetir,1es allowed to customs officials in determining the 

amount of the uplift. The tin.ing of protective pressure and the application of 

uplifts in many cases indicate that a comnercial-policy function is being performed. 

Even in countries which apply the Brussels definition of value (BDV), de facto 

uplifts · a.re sometimes achieved by basing customs value on the domestic sales price 

of the ioported product minus a given margin, while other countries simply raise the 

invoice value by·a set percentage figure. 

127. The existence of a wide veriety of valuation methods in countries not applying 

the BDV poses a serious problem. In some cases, valuation is based on prices of 

comp~rable donestic products or, a valuation which has a still more distorting effect 

on the basis of what domestic suppliers say they ~ould sell a product for if they 

produced it - in the case of products not presGntly supplied by import-competing 

manufactures. In others,· custor.is valuation rJ.ay be based on the normal sales price of 

the imported product in the country of origin or the export value, whichever is 

· higher, with the consequence that differences in costs and margins which naturally 

exist between the two values are not taken into consideration. Because foreign 

values are' often difficult or iapossible to determine with accuracy, considerable 

discr~tion and a,r,bitrariness may be involved. 

128. V~luati~rt may n.lso be based on other more or less arbitrarily deternined values, 

variouiiy termed 11fair 11 va:lues, 11construCted11 values, - n..11d so on. Special valuation 

practices affect individual products in cases where the physical characteristics of 
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the product, such as the degree of alcoholic content or the strength of dyestuffs, 

determine the establishment of the customs value. An additional element of uncertainty 

is involved when foreign-market values are verified ex_Qost facto and the importer is 

subsequently li~ble for supplementary charges arising out of the investigation. 

129. There is arp.ple scope for the liberalization of customs classification practices. 

The existence of tariff schedules and nomenclatures differing from the BTN leads to 

complications and uncertainties, simply because of their differences. Additional 

problems arise out of the greater complexity of systel'ls that do not employ the BTN 

classii'ication and from periodic changes and amendments in schedules. These problems 

are often attributable to the difficulty, especialJ.y for supplier developing 

countries, of determining beforehand_precisely what the applicable tariff rate for 

a given product will be, and to discretionary classification by individual customs 

agents. 

130. Furthermore, the cl~ssification nay vary according to whether or not the 

imported product is produced at hone - for example, under the 11nade in Canada" 

regine - and whether or not a given product is a substitute for another product on 

which a higher rate of duty is imposed - for example, under Australia 1 s Ii substitute 

notice" system. Packaging can also be used as a characteristic of discrimination 

in classification: different tariff rates may be applied to the same import 

according to whether it is shipped in bottles or barrels, or in large or sr:1all 

packed quantities. 

131. Aside f~on being subject to the application of nonenclatures differing from 

the BTN, manufactures and semi-nanufactures subject to discriminatory cl~ssification 

practices include textiles, chemicals, alcohols and glycerol, certain alcoholic 

beverages and various other manufactures • .Anong these, textiles and food products 

are of especial export interest to the developing countries and probably represent 

those most exposed to this type of non-tariff obstacles to trade. 

I. 
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XVII. OTHER NON-PROTECTIVE MEASURES (Type III. 1-ll)l 

132. There are a nunber of policies, prograr.nnes and practices applied by ~he developed 

.narket econony countries that undoubtedly have a bearing on imports and exports but that 

exhibit no dis.cernible protective intent. In view of their possible ir.J.pact on the 

trade <?f developing countries, and the neagre or non-existent prospects for modifying 
. . 

then .or mitigating their preswtled trade-restrictive effects, a brief discussion will 

suffice to indicate at least their existence and general character. 

133, One measure in the category of Type III which can be readily identified and the 

incidence of which.can be deternined is the use of government nonopolie~. These 

generally possess the exclusive right to sell and/or nanufacture individual products 

either nationally or regionally within a country. Their existence is usually justified 

on social security, or fiscal grounds, and their activities in the import-export field 

are sinply extensious of their predoill::nantly national activities. A distinction is thus 

drawn between goverI1L1ent or governnent-sanctioned monopolies of production and 

distribution on the one hand, and State-trading enterprises which are active excl~sively 

in the internati?nal area, on the other hand. In the latter,case, some connercial

policy intent is present• and prospects f9r nodification of restrictive practices may 

exist •. In the form~r case, any trade-restrictive actions may be incidental to the 

nonopolies 1 prinary functions. 

134, State nonopolies nay affect trade in ways very sir:iilar to those characterizing 

restrictive ~usiness practices. Sales monopolies nay buy or not buy from whom.ever they 

choose, whether donestic or foreign suppliers, and preferences may be shown to domestic 

products. Moreover, in the case of nost sumptuary sales· monopolies, the purchasing 

policies are often closely governed by the nature of consumer or user demand. · Produc

tion monopolies will, of course, favour their own products .and import only whatever is 

needed. to nake up defici_encies in output or satisfy a particular denand - in which case 

the iLJ.ported product nay be so priced as to be non-conpetitive with the donestic iten, 

135, In various developed market econor.ry countries, State-monopolies prevail in the 

following product groups: cereal neal and flours, alcoholic beverages, antibiotics, 

vaccines and nedicanents, certain yarns and cordage, various fertilizers, vegetable 

alcaloids, snokerst supplies, ethyl alcohol, and tobacco products,Y It is virtually 

impossible to estimate the trade-restrictive effect of such monopolies on the trade in 

and sales of nanufactures, which undoubtedly might vary greatly fron one case to another. 

;J/ For a detailed analysis, see docunent TD/B/C.2/83 and Add.l. 
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Wnereas there nay be little chance of a 11.ajor change in nonopoly legislation for reasons 

or t~ade liberalization, it would be possible for nonopolies in· developed raarket 

ecm0or:q countries to give consideration in their policies to suppliers fron developing 

cou.."'ltries. 

136. Beyond this, there are a variety of governnent measures that affect trade. 

Regional. industrialization and other structural policies inplenented by the developed 

countries T.13.Y affect the trade sector to a greater· or lesser degree. Taxes based on 

location, and financial and transport incentives, nay affect both imports and exports, 

as n2y public procurement that d:Lscrir.Jinates as between regions. Efforts to assist 

various disad-gantaged population groups J particularly through the artificial stir.rulation 

0:: J..abour--intensive industries, nay have an inportant bearing on inports in high-labour-:

-::x.;t countries. 

J.37. Perhaps of greater overall inportance are balance of paynents policy neasures which 

ca.1 have various effects on the trade sector and even differential effects on different 

_:.ri:od:.1.cts;, depending on domestic and foreign supply and denarid conditions. Donestic 
' 

e(..onc:rrtc restra:Lnts f'or balance-of-payments purposos tend to aff:Jct all inports, but 

:1.:C::e:Jt sone Dore than others, depending on how the restraint is brought about. Measures 

:!;" tended to encourage a switch in expenditures, through non-tariff and other measures 

::ospecially in energencies, nay leave the trade sector vulnerable as compared with the 

c~1so of d::: .. rect interference in the financial sector. Even devaluation will have 

~:-!=·:e,.en.tj_e.l effe..:!ts on trade in individual products, cleptmding on the responsiveness of 

~~ces:Lgn and donestic suppliers and consumers or users to price changes. 

· :; '3$. 7rad.e nay be af:::'ected by differences in nationo.1 tax systens, quite apart fron the 

·sorcie.r- tax question discussed earlier. There is little question, for exanple, that 

direct ta.:x: systerJ.s and rates of tax applied to business firns affect their future price 

&r11 quaJ.ity c01:ipeti tiveness in th.a international marketpl.ac,:; through their ability to 

!'e:'~::vest earnings, Likewise.i the rndure of depreciation scherles and other tax write-offs 

cat. have an important long range effects as can - in the nore imf:1ediate context of 

.:·e1.a.-~:l.ve cost levels - the· nature of the national social insurance progranr.1e and other 

prcduce:r--borne cha:i.~ges and variations therein. 

7.39 __ S,:Yo.ewhat different are spillovers of governnent raili tary or civilian procurenent 

prograr.rr.1es" Much of the governnent-sponsored research and developnent work in the 

riilitary and related fields can be and in fact is easily applied in business and nay 

have an i~~ortant export or inport-conpeting impact. Sinilarly, goverrn~ent purchases 

of certain items nay provide the necessary volune of production to render export or 
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inport.-c.or1petin_~ ~roducHqn feastble and to lower costs and prices. In some cases, 

capital ~quipme3:1t.finanC!ed_by.the governr:ie:qt may be used for subsequent non-gover~ent 

production, while tte _,p~blic- ~ector itself nay take the initiative in the fornation of . . , . ' ~ . . ., . 

consortia and in financing the design stages of products that could not otherwise be 
produced. 

140. It ·may also be·· appropriate to consider differences in national weights and neasures 

standards as an obstacle to trade in that such standards inpose certain costs and have 

been shown to be amenable to change. Transport rates and policies by international 
~ " . , ' ' 

carriers nay also have effects on trade. These are the subject of separate UNCTAD 

studies. 

XVIiI. FREQUENCY OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF NON-TARIFF BARRIERS 

141. Annex I SUIJlila~izes infornatiori about different types of non-tariff barriers that 

are itemized in .Annex II. Individual neasures have been counted at the level of five . . ~ ' 

or four-digit SITC_and four-digit BTN headings or sub-headings, as they are given in 

.Annex II. Each neasure_listed has been counted as one, irrespective of whether it 

covers all or onl! par,t of the relevant SITC or BTN heading. The limitations of 

.Annex II naturally apply also to Annex I; it is based on available information, which 

is more co:nplete for sone types of non-tariff barriers than for others. The types of 

barrier for which the most conplete in;forri1ation is available are inport quotas, 

licencing requirenents, and State trading. Relatively incomplete infornation exists 

for 11voluntary 11 export restraints and domestic procurenent practices. 

142. It should be noted that the nunber of non-tariff barriers of a particular type is 

not intended to be an index of the over-all quantitative effect of that type of barrier. 

However, it gives sone indication of the nunber of itens involved. 

143. There are a nUL'.lber of sub-.groups of non-tariff barriers -of which no exanples are 

given· in .Annex I. In nost of these cases, the type of barrier in question is such 

that it is generally applied across the board, not just to selected products.· This is 

true of sub-groups IA7, IB2, III2, III3, III4, III5 and III6. A small nunber of other 

sub-groups concern relatively intangible types of barriers which are difficult to relate 

specifically to particular products (III? and III8) or which do not result fron specific 

gover11I:1ental actions_ ( J;:II9 and IIIlO). For none of these sub-groups are restrictions 
'. ,. 1 

listed in .Annex II or Annex I, but tl;ieir absence fron the list should not be taken to 

imply that the barriers .concerned do not exist,_ or that their effects are uninportant. 
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144. It may be seen from Annex I that Type I neasures - those specifically designed to 

protect domestic producers or assist donestic exporters - are nunerically the nost 

inportant, accounting for 1,900 out of a total of 3,000 restrictions listed, or about 

62 per cent. Most of the renaining restrictions aro of Type II, and only 83 Type III 

restrictions are listed. 

145. Within Type I, Group A neasures, consisting of those operating prinarily through 

quantitative restraints on trado, are predortlnant and account for over 90 per cent of 

th'3 total. The larfest sub-group here is IA5 - export restraints of a "voluntaryn 

nature - 444 of which are listed, nost of theB bilateral. Global quotas (HJ.) aro 

next in importance with 313 restrictions listed, followed by selective or bilaterally 

adninistered iriport quotas ( IA2). under which heading 27'3 restrictions are listed. 

Ther·e are also 219 exanples of discretionary and restrictive licensing (IA3) and 203 -

cases of liberal licensing (IP./4). State trading and donestic procurement practices 

(IA8 and IA9) each account for fewer than 100 restrictions, although the latter group 

nay be under-reported, since a nunber of countries appJar to apply donestic procurenent 

practices to virtually all public sector purchases (see paragraph 55). 

146. Within Group B, ove.J..' 65 per cent of the restrictions listed are variable levies, 

supplementary inport charges and sinilar neasures (IBl). 

147. Of the Type II neasures - those intentionally enployed fron tine to tine to 

restrict inports or assist exports, though designed prinarily for other purposes -

almost all the neasures listed operate prinarily through costs and prices, and hence 

are in Group B. Those listed most frequently are safety and industrial standards and 

regulations (IIBJ), of which there are 379 cases, Custons classification procedures 

(IIB8) and customs valuation procedures (IIB7) are also important, with 246 cases and 

187 cases listed respectively. The other najor sub-group is that of health and 

sanitary regulations and quality standards ( IIB2), under which 126 measures are listed. 

Packaging and labelling regulations, including nark-of-origin rules (IIBl), use and 

excise truces (IIB5) and custons clearance procedures (IIB6) are numerically fairly 

uninportant. 

148, Most Type III measures - those involving spillover effects on the trade sector -

are of t:1e sort that either applies across the board to all inports, or are relatively 

difficult to identify. The only sub-group which is relatively easy to identify, and 

fer which cases have been listed is IIIl - govern,":ient r.1anufacturing, sales and trading 

nonopolies. Eighty-three cases covering individual products are given in Annex I. 
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.. •: k.NOTE· ON SOME~ ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES FOR DESCRIBING. 
'I'.I};E INCIDENCE .OF .~ON--:T.ARIFF_B~IERS.· 

1. Amie~ II -(~o:Lmpns.21 .. and. 22) indicates .ro~ghly the incidence or frequency ·of. 

application.~f the various types of non-tariff measure~ taken:together.on products or

product groups . of export interest to the developing countr~es., . Th~, figures given in: 
. . . :" ~ ' " . . ' : , . ' . ' ·~. ~: 

the ~bove:.:meritioned columns are intended,to provide qnly _an ordinal ranking, and no 

significanc:3. should be a\tached. to their absolute le.vels. · More refined and -reliable 
.« . 

indicators of the incidence or restrictiveness of the measures,may:be devised, but 

la,c):< of .the require_d information did not allow their use in ;the present study. J/ 
. ' ~ ; I , - .. • • " ~ . 

2. There. ar~ a num9er of W.siYS of describing the inciden,c:e of non""."t,ar;iff barriel'.'s. • · 
. . . 

These include the degree o:( intE?nsity with which rn;m-:tariff. measures:Iare a:pplie-a ,by 

i~di vidual impo;ting ·c_ountri.e s · ·( cross-coun;try compari.-'.:ions, of non-tarlIT.·usei.}; ·, the 

degree ~f ~ne:rabiii ty \o such ba:r:riers of, indi vi_dual exporting countries; , the 

susceptibili!Y of individual products or product groups to .the imposition ·of .. non-tariff 
. }~ . 

measures; and the intensity with which indi victual type_s of non-tafiff. barriers·· are 
' a , • ; 

' \ 

applied as _in 9!r'.1llents of commerci,al policy relatiye to other types of trade'.measures; 

includi~g tariff~. Each of these has its own merits and limitations, 1,and •.the -choice 

of any one of them depends to some ex!ent upon the object,ive for which an.· analysis ·sf. 

incidence is being sought and on the availability o~ the required information and:raata. 

3. Colu.rnns 21 and 22 of Ani;iex II attempt to describe, in ra.ther' crude term~r; the 

~ncide~ce of.the .non-tariff barriers covered by the present study, on the basis of the 

number of non-tariff barriers encountered. Two methods were chosen _because of!their 

relative s'implicity and a~so. because the data required for their application are more 

readily available:· Furthermore,_ they give some indication of which products or 

product groups appear to be more heav_ify · subject to non-:-tariff barriers -· information 

which wouid be useful in the .consideration of these measures as applied -to exports of 

interest to t4e developing countries. 

4. The methods used for estimating the incidence of barriers are based on indices,. 

designed to reflect the intensity .of:- non-tariff bar.rier applicat,ions to individual · .,. ~ 

products _or product groups, such that: .. (i) . the more countries apply non-tariff ' 
~ ' ; 

The inventory of non-:-t~riff measures is not intend_ed at.this .stage to cover each 
and every type or non-ta:Hff measure nor all _the products affected by suqh m~asures. 

,\ 
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barriers on a product, the greater is the incidence of non-tariff measures on that 

product, and (ii) the more frequently countries apply multiple non-tariff barriers to 

a product, the greater is the incidence. 

5. To arrive at the figures in column 21, the number of non-tariff barriers in 

selected developed market economy countries applied to a product was counted.Y This 

sum may be used to reflect the incidence of barriersyin comparison with corresponding 

values for other products, or it may be divided by a constant to produce an unweighted 

index which may be compared with other types of indices constructed subsequently. 

The figures in column 21 of Annex II represent such an index and the constant used is 

the number of developed market economy countries including the EEC applying the 

non-tariff barriers.Y 

6. Since it is reasonable to assume that the size of the market protected by 

non-tariff barriers is relevant in the consideration of the incidence of the barriers, 

e.g. that a Type I.A.l measure applied by a large economic unit or market to a product 

1/ As mentioned earlier, there are a number of non-tariff barriers generally applied 
to all types of imports and not just to selected products. These are not 
covered in these estimates. 

y The. assumptions are: homogeneity of non-tariff measures; no redundancy as 
between individual non-tariff measures in the case of multiple applications; the 
degree of redundancy between these measures and tariff is zero; the size of the 
market is of no importance for the incidence of the applica-cion of non-tariff · 
measures. 

Some of these assumptions may be relaxed; for instance, all the non-tariff 
measures may be ranked according to restrictiveness and weighted accordingly, or 
possible redundancy of non-tariff measures may be adjusted by means of the 
reciprocal of the applicable tariff rates in each instance. 

The index V. given for product j in column 21 was defined as: 
J 

N 
n 

I 

Where Vj represents the unweighted incidence of non-tariff barriers applied 
by selected developed market economy countries including the EEC to product j, 

Ni represents the number of non-tariff barriers of type i applied by selected 
developed market economy country or economic unions (EEC), {N equals 1 to 38), and, 

'I represents the total number of countries or economic unions under 
consideration (I equals 20). 

~ --l..., 
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tends to have a greater impact on exports of developing countries than the same 

measure applied by a smaller economic unit or market, some adjustments to the index 

would be desirable. In this case, some indicator of market size would have to be 

integrated into the calculation of the incidence of barriers, so that heavier weight 

is given to cases of non-tariff protection of.large markets and less weight to its 

application to smaller markets. Such an indicator might simply be derived from a 

rank~ordering of countries or the gross national products of the various countries 

applying the non-tariff barriers. The latter was used in arriving at the figures in 

Column 22 of Annex II since data for gross national product are readily available. 

7. The figures in Column 22 were calculated as follows: the gross national product 

of each developed market economy country, including the EEC, applying the non-tariff 

barrier was multiplied by the number of non-tariff measures imposed by it, the results 

summed over all 20 applying units, and the total divided by a constan~ made up of the 

combined GNPs of all the units applying non-tariff b~rriers. The figures in 
, 

Columns 21 and 22 may be compared for an indication of the influence 0£ market size, as 

measured by gross national product, on the results. The figures in Column 22 give an 

ordinal comparison of the incidence of non-tariff measures on the various products or 

product groups. The larger the index number, the great~r is the incidence of non

tariff barriers applied to that: product, adjusted for the market size of the applying 

units.Y 

In the equation, this took the form: 

Nl (Yl) + N2 (Y2) + ••• N (Y ) 
n . n 

wj == 
n 

'- Y. 
£__ l 

i = 1 

Whar8 Wj Npr;JSGnts the (w~igh-~od) i1:cidsnc0 of non-to.riff barriers c:pplied by 
developed market economy countries·including the EEC to product j adjusted for the 
market size of the applying country or customs union, 

Ni represents the number of non-tariff barriers by country or customs union i, 
N equals l to_ 38, 

Yi represents the gross national product of each developed market ~conomy 
country or customs union as an indicator of market size (for customs union, 
combined GNP of memb~r countries), and, 

n 

' L Yi 
i = 1 

represents the combined GNP'of all countries or customs unions 
under consideration. 
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8. Some additional insight might be obtained into the incidence of non-tariff 

barriers by applying trade data and estiraating trade-weighted incidence rates on the 

basis of one- or two-digit najor SITC product groups. For exanple, for each one- or 

two-digit product group the percentage of individual products subject to non-tariff 

neasures could be calculated for each country or customs union and for all the 

developed market econo1:iy countries combined. 

9. Also, the percentage of the country's inports entering under non-tariff barriers 

might be illuninating, and this could be calculated in respect of major cor.:rrnodity 

groups or total imports for individual developed raarket economy countries and custons . 
unions and for the combined developed nark et econoray countries. The resulting index 

would show the over-all volune of inports into developed m8.I'ket econony countries 

that is subject to non-tariff barriers and its inporta.nce relative to their total 

inports. 
' 10. As mentioned earlier, the methods enployed in describing the incidence of barriers 

are an attempt merely to give some rough indication of the susceptibility of individual 

products or product groups to non-tariff measures or which product or product group 

tends to be subject to a high degree of application of such neasurGs. They are not 

intended to indicate th~ degree of intensity with which these barriers are applied, 

the degree of vulnerability to such measures of individual developing exporting 

countries or the restrictiveness of the non-tariff r:ieasures. 

11. Ideally, it nay be desirable to nave away fron the concept of the incidence of 

barriers to a description of the restrictiveness of the non-tariff measures applied 

to products of export interest to developing countries. Subject to the availability 

of the necessary inforruation and trade data, it night be useful to attempt sone 

esti~ates which involve the calculation of a hypothetical trade volune or one that 

would be achieved in the absence of non-tariff barriers, which could be cor.1pared with 

the actual trade volur1e in the presence of these restrictions. This could be done in 

a nU1nber of ways. 

12. For instance, prices of products prevailing within the country or region protected 

by non-tariff barriers nay be re],ated to cor:1parable prices prevailing outside the 

country or area which, in this case, might ideally be the c.i.f. price of the lowest

ccst suppliers plus the applicable tariff. This would yield net domestic-external 

price differentials, and approxinate values representing denand elasticities night be 

applied to deternine.the hypothetical trade volune and the degree of restrictiveness 

of the non-tariff barriers as calculated. Alternatively, · hypothetical trade volm1es 
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may be derived directly from imports by analysing the import structure of countries 

that do not apply, or apply only very few, non-tariff restrictions, adjusting for 

differences in the eco1iomic variables between countries which apply, and those which do 

not apply non-tariff barriers and for differences in tariff levels. ·Another .. 

possibility might be to determine the reaction of a country 1 s imports to the inposition 

of a particular non-tariff barrier and to estinate its restrictive effect, after 

accounting for changes in other relative variables. 

13. Tho first approach would yield a net price difference attributable to the non..:. · 

tariff barrier, which could be converted into a tariff equivalent. The other two 

r:iethods would yield volur.1e effects which can in turn be converted into tariff 

equivalents by applying appropriate values for. the price elasticity of denand. These 

tariff equivalents of non-tariff restrictions could then be conbined with the 

applicable tariff rates in order to work out composite estinates of t~iff end non-tariff 

protection. The net domestic-external price differentials, unadju~ted for the applicable 

tariff rates, could provide the conposite protective rates. 

14. Any of these analytical techniques could result in a detailed product-by-product· 

analysis of non-tariff bnrriers to inports-of export interest to developing countries,· 

. but its usefulness :would depend on neaniri.gful price comparisons, accuracy of the 

elasticity values applied, and other factors. 
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